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The continuous advancement in wireless communications technology demands new

approaches to improving the capacity of existing radio links. The high data throughput

required can be achieved by the complete utilization of space, time and polarization

diversities inherent in any propagation environment. Among the different propagation

scenarios, the indoor channels represent a particularly challenging problem given the

number and complexity of interactions between the transmitted signal and the

environment. This dissertation explores the interrelation between propagation physics and

space-time-polarization diversity based on a novel high resolution channel sounding and

reconstruction technique. First, a method to reconstruct the indoor complex channel

response based on a limited set of samples and the elimination of the interference using

deconvolution techniques is presented. Then, the results for the joint angle-of-arrival,

delay characterization and depolarization of electromagnetic waves are presented.

Finally, a novel approach to using depolarized multipath signals to boost the receiver

signal-to-noise performance is presented. The current study shows that full utilization of

the diversities of channel novel wireless systems can be proposed with significant

improvement in capacity.
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I IxrnoDUCTroN

In the last few years, there has been an increasing interest in the research community

in exploring alternatives to provide high performance wireless systems in different

environments and mobility scenarios. There are still many reasons to justify more

research in this area. Market trends these days have imposed the paradigm of ubiquitous

access to integrated services. Therefore, nowadays communication companies and

governmental institutions aÍe setting up future technology standards in terms of

integration of existing services with new voice, data and multimedia ones pushing the

boundaries of wireless communication networks. In order to achieve the high capacity

required by the new wireless services it is necessary to exploit the diversity in space, time

and polarization present in wireless channels. There has been a growing interest in recent

years in the characterization and modeling of wireless channels as an attempt to improve

existing models and increase the capacity of wireless links by combining space-time-

polarization diversity.

Among the different branches into which the problem of exploiting the wireless

channel's diversity can be subdivided, the characterization of indoor scenarios represents

a particularly challenging problem. The indoor propagation channels vary from building

to building and among locations in the same building. Propagation prediction methods

based on software such as ray-tracing methods have been trying to accommodate the
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incredibly large and complex variety of effects that create multipaths signals in these

environments. There have been few attempts to contrast the results of these predictions

against the results of direct channel measurements 176]. However, the inherent difficulty

of characterizing the indoor wireless channel has discouraged many researchers from

attempting indoor channel measurements. Recently, novel propagation models based on

mathematical methods and deterministic simulations were proposed [48], [49] but, to the

best of the author's knowledge, no attempts to contrast these models against empirical

results have been made due to the complexity of the experiments. Accurate models for

indoor propagation are required in order to fully exploit the space, delay and polarization

diversity for maximizing the capacity of new wireless systems. These new and accurate

models can only be proposed and optimized using channel measurements combined with

signal processing techniques in order to upgrade the knowledge of the channel in these

propagation channels. The first step in the research of indoor channels is the accurate and

complete characterization of the propagation phenomena in space, time, and polarization.

In this dissertation, the results of a new chann.t ,o.,nai.rg campaign designed to

characterize the indoor channel in the 5.10-5.85 GHz frequency band are presented. This

frequency band is of particular interest because of its usage in indoor wireless LANs

(WLANs) 132) and wireless personal access networks (WPANs) [63]. The channel

sounding campaign was carried out at the Communications Research Centre (CRC) in

Ottawa. The indoor measurement campaign required the development of a novel

sounding platform designed to acquire snapshots at programmed directions of the indoor

channel with a delay resolution of less than 3 ns. Using these snapshots, the magnitude

and phase of the multipath components (MPCs) were characterized as a function of their
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azimuth and elevation angle-of-arrival (AoA) with 5o resolution in both angles. The

platform was designed to take measurements of the channel in both polarizations in order

to study the depolarization of MPCs in these kinds of environment in this frequency

band.

1.1

The characterization ofthe indoor channel has been investigated in the last few years

as a preceding step before the proposal of new propagation models that were based on

measurement campaigns [62], 167l in contrast to those based on mathematical models

1481, 1491. The advent of broadband applications at millimeter wavelengths for indoor

WPANs and WLANs in the last decade 132), 1391, [51], [63] was the motivation to renew

research in the area of indoor propagation. It is possible to establish a direct relationship

between the evolution of the charucterization and modeling of indoor channels and the

increasing demand for high capacity wireless systems in the last two decades [51]. The

increasing research in space, time and polarization diversity to improve the performance

of wireless links has determined the trends and improvements in the channel sounding

techniques.

Ixuoon CUaNNEL CHARACTERTzATToN
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1.1.1

In the late '80s and during the '90s, the increasing growth of voice- and data-oriented

wireless networks motivated the study of the multipath propagation in diverse indoor

environments, i.e. office and industrial environments. The typical parameters extracted

from the time-domain measurements are the path loss, the mean excess delay and the

root-mean-squared (RMS) delay spread. For this parameter characterization, it is

sufficient to measure the received power delay prof,rle. One of the simplest methods used

in early indoor characterizations is the direct pulse method. Using this method, Saleh and

Valenzuela measured the received power-delay profile at 1.5 GHz in an indoor office

scenario and proposed a statistical model for the time-of-arrival (ToA) of MPCs 1621. In

this power delay profile model, the MPCs arrive in clusters. The ToA for these clusters

and MPCs within each cluster is determined by Poisson law while the MPCs' interarrival

time obeys an exponential decaying law. A similar technique was used by Rappaport to

characteúze indoor channels in factory buildings aT 1.3 GHz [58]. In this case, the path

loss and delay statistics were measured for different locations and the median and

variance of these channel parameters were given. In a later papel [59], Rappaport et al'

reported their results for the first and second order statistics of the ToA and channel

fading for factory environments. In all these cases, it was assumed a priori that the phase

of MPCs is statistically independent and uniformly distributed in [0", 360"), since, given

the limitations in the direct pulse method, the signal phase variations in time cannot be

measured. Another limitation to be conside¡ed is that the reception in all cases was made

using omnidirectional antennas since the MPCs' AoA was not an issue to consider. Since

19
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the Saleh-Valenzuela model was first proposed in the late '80s, it has had a considerable

impact on the research community and it has been considered in other characterization

reports of the indoor chan¡el for IEEE 802.1 1 l27l and IEEE 802.15 1281. In recent years,

the direct pulse technique has been modified to characterize ultra-wide-band (UWB)

channels [73] with the addition of a wide-band pulse generator and probe antenna at the

transmitter side in order to provide a sounding pulse and a trigger signal for the storage

oscilloscope. An excellent discussion about this method by Win and Scholtz can be found

inl\.

In contrast to the direct pulse measurement that could only provide the power delay

profile of the multipath signal received, other techniques can provide the magnitude and

phase of each MPC. Spread-spectrum techniques are among these methods used in the

indoor measurement of the time-domain complex impulse response (CIR) of the channel

[35], [51], 1541,1571. This technique was used by Bultitude et al. to characterize the time-

domain parameters in an indoor office environment at CRC in Ottawa [3], [4], [5]. Using

this channel sounding method, the dependence of the indoor multipath ToA statistics with

the distance between transmitter and receiver and the effect of the indoor clutter was

reported in [a3]. Bultitude et al. proposed in [6] a monotonic relationship for the RMS

delay spread and the transmilreceive distance in empty indoor environments. This model

can predict the channel delay statistics for static channels in those particular

environments and it can be used in deterministic channel simulations, i.e. ray-tracing.

However, the measurement results demonstrated that the presence of furniture destroys

the predicted monotonic decay making the RMS delay spread independent of the range

between transmitter and receiver. In addition, the presence of nearby buildings visible

20



through windows can effectively enlarge the dimensions of the indoor environment. In

summary, it was concluded in this article that ray-tracing simulations can predict the

propagation characteristics of a static indoor channel under strict boundary conditions,

i.e., empty rooms without windows, but for closer to real indoor scenarios, additional

complexity in the propagation model is necessary. Another interesting conclusion of this

work is the limitation imposed by the channel sounding bandwidth (BW) in the

characteization of the channel delay statistics. Peaks in the RMS delay spread were

measured due to the noncoherent addition of multipaths within the resolvable time

binwidth. This may lead to severe performance degradation in communication systems

with limited delay resolution [23]. More recently, an extensive measuring campaign

combining sliding-correlator channel sounding with different directional and

omnidirectional antennas was reported in [35] at 5.3 GHz. The authors concluded that the

best performance is achieved using multiple antennas in addition to a combining

algorithm instead of using a single directive antenna for non-line-of-sight (NLOS) indoor

environments.

One of the simplest and most powerful indoor channel sounding methods consists of

the use of vector network analyzers (VNA) to measure the CIR in magnitude and phase.

Unlike the direct pulse method that can capture wideband channel variations, the sweep

time required by the VNA for each capture restricts its use to static or narrowband

channels. Examples of the use of wide-band indoor channel time-domain characterizafíon

using VNA can be found in [10], 126),1301.In recent years, frequency domain sounding

techniques has been used to characferize UWB channels [7], 18]. The statistical results for

the ToA in all these cases only considered the omnidirectional reception of MPCs which
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is a reasonable criterion for the design of point-to-point or point-to-multipoint indoor

links where only omnidirectional, linearly polarized antennas are used. Another point to

ponder is that in some cases such as [7], the time characterization was made in empty

indoor locations that are not representative of the type of indoor scenarios they tried to

characterize. Finally, only single co-polarized reception was considered.

t.1.2 SpacB-TIME CHARACTERIZATION TN INDOOR

ENvnONMENITS

The techniques for AoA extraction from a measured arriving signal are Fourier-based

1241, l52l and beam-forming methods [55]. The first reported measurement of the indoor

propagation that included the AoA of MPCs was made by Lo and Litva in [38]. They

used a modif,red sliding correlator method. In this case, an omnidirectional antenna was

utilized at the receiver to measure the CIR at each of four points on a circle around the

central location. A 950 MHz CW was modulated using a 40 Mchips/s pseudonoise (PN)

sequence and transmitted using an omnidirectional antenna. The signal was post-

processed to emulate a virtual circular array and the CIR was characterized for each

azimuth and elevation angle using beam-forming techniques. The intrinsic problem of

this method is the dependence between the radiation pattern sidelobe levels and the

scanning angle, introducing errors in the CIR characterization by noncoherent addition of

MPCs aniving from undesired angles. The small number of elements in the virrual array

also implies a low AoA resolution as a result of a wide antenna main beam.

Improvements in this virfual array technique such as more capture points, automatic
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receivff antenna location and capture, and different virtual array conhgurations have

been used consistently since then to provide a better angular resolution 1471,116l, U5l.

After the reported theoretical limits of the channel capacity achievable by using space

and time diversity simultaneously [ 8], the interest in characterizing the joint AoA-ToA

statistics of indoor and outdoor wireless channels was renewed. A modification of the

wide-band sounding technique was used to characterize and model the joint AoA and

ToA on indoor charmels by Spencer et al. in 1661, [68]. In this case, a parabolic dish

antenna in the X-band (6.75-7.25GH2) with a nalrow main beam (6'half-power-

beamwidth) was rotated to different azimuth angles to capture channel snapshots at

discrete angular intervals. If the same experiment setup has to be implemented in indoor

environments at a lower frequency, i.e., at 5.2GHz, the reflector diametermustbe about

1.3 m, making it difficult to guarantee that the radiation pattern will remain independent

of the scanning angle due to near field distortive effects. Since the sampling is done

sequentially, special measures have to be taken to guarantee that the channel is static

during the acquisition time. Spencer et al. proposed a statistical model by adding the

azimtth AoA to the Saleh-Valenzuela model for the ToA of MPCs [67]. For this model

the statistical independence of the azimuth AoA and ToA was assumed. The main

addition to the Saleh-Valenztela model is the addition of MPC clusters in the horizontal

plane (elevation: 90" with respect to the vertical axis). The location of these MPC

clusters was proposed to be uniformly distributed in azimuth and the ToA distribution

with respect to the median of clusters was Laplacian. A modified version of this model

has been recommended by the IEEE 802.1 1n Task Force for MIMO channels 1271, l5ll.

The method used by Spencer et al. to charccterize indoor channels only considered co-
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polarized MPCs limited to the neighbourhood of the horizontal plane. A modif,rcation of

this sounding technique was used to characterize the clustering phenomena in azimuth

and elevation AoA for both polarizations in this dissertation and partial results of this

research have been reported in pal and 1231.

1.1.3 SupBn-nssoLUTIoN AND DBcoNvoLUTIoN
TpcnNreuES

The radiation pattern of the receiver antenna system is an important factor to consider

in the implementation of a channel sounder. High sidelobes in the receiver antenna

radiation pattern create interference due to the noncoherent combination of MPCs with

AoAs different from the main beam. These main-lobe to side-lobe and side-lobe to side-

lobe interaction effects cause errors in the AoA detection affecting the spatio-temporal

clustering characterization of MPC's clusters. When the radiation pattern is well known,

it is possible to minimize the uncertainfy in the AoA of MPCs by eliminating undesired

effects of the antenna radiation pattern. Deconvolution techniques to eliminate these

effects were proposed by Gans el al. in 1201. A recursive technique for the elimination of

radio frequency interference using the method called CLEAN was proposed by Leshem

et al. in 1371. CLEAN is a deconvolution algorithm originally used to deblun

astronomical images [29]. Spencer et al. post-processed the acquired CIR at different

scaruring angles using the CLEAN algorithm 1661, 167), [68] to improve the angular

resolution, similar to what Cramer et al. did in [ 1]. Improvements in this technique were

proposed by Bose in [2] to increase the accuracy in the extraction of MPC's AoAs based
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on a sequential recursion procedure. Another technique to improve the resolution of the

channel parameters is the space-alternating generalized expectation-maximization

algorithm (SAGE). This technique, as well as the previous deconvolution methods, is

based on the recursive evaluation and subtraction of parameters from the measured

signal. However, for the use of SAGE it is assumed that planar waves impinge on the

receiver anay. Fleury et al. proposed the application of the SAGE algorithm to the

channel measured using a linear arcay to improve the AoA resolution [17].

T.T.4 PoranrzATroN CuanacrERrzATroN IN lxnoon
ExvnONMENTS

The depolaization of electromagnetic waves in indoor environments has been

reported from measurements in the early and mid '80s. Polarization diversity systems

rely on multiplexing the data streams onto orthogonally polarized channels in order to

improve the system capacity. Therefore, the early attempts of polarization

characterization were focused on characterizing the total amount of depolarizalion that

occurs between horizontally and vertically polarized signals propagating in indoor and

outdoor environments. The cross-polarization of signals is an important measure of the

amount of correlation between channels in polarization diversity systems. The difficulty

that arises in the characterization of both polarized components of the impinging wave's

electric field (E-field) is caused by the radiation pattern used to measure each polarized

signal. Therefore, the antenna system selected, along with the sounding technique, are

critical factors to be considered. Cox et a/. measured the indoor and outdoor total
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depolarization of signals using electric and magnetic dipoles in [10]. These results were

contrasted against those obtained from ray-tracing simulations in [9]. There have been a

few attempts to measure the amount of depolarization using diverse antennas [41].

Among them one can mention studies done by Rappaport et al. 1601, [61] regarding the

effects of linearly and circularly polarized antennas on the indoor propagation

parameters. Other results were reported by Manabe et al. inft2l made at 60 GHz that led

to the conclusion that multipath signals are suppressed by using circularly polarized

antennas. The first approach to characterizing the joint AoA-polarization was made by

Kallioka et al. in [33] and a model for the power distribution using these results was

presented in [3a]. However, to the best of the author's knowledge, there are no results

reported for the joint AoA-ToA-polarization characterization for indoor environments.

t.2

The objective of this work was to characterize the indoor wireless channels with high

resolution in ToA and AoA for both received polarizations, using a vertically polarized

antenna at the transmitter side. This required the development of a sounding system

capable of measuring the indoor propagation with the desired resolution, and the use of

super-resolution signal processing techniques to extract the required parameters. The

channel parameters were studied in terms of AoA, ToA and polarization effects in two

different locations, selected according to their relevance to indoor communications.

PnosrEM DEFINITIoN
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The required resolution was determined as follows. The maximum excess delay in

indoor channels was reported to be between 200 ns and 300 ns [62], 168]. Hence, the

maximum signal capture time had to be chosen considering the maximum excess delays

in both chosen locations. The RMS delay spread of the indoor channel had to be

characterized as a function of the AoA for those angles of relevant signal strength for

both polarizations. Published results using omnidirectional antennas reported median

RMS delay spread of 40 ns for office environments [5], [6] and 100 ns for industrial

buildings [58]. The typical path length difference reported for indoor office scenarios is

less than 90 cm, or equivalently, a multipath delay resolution better than l0 ns [51]. The

resolution of the proposed system in azimuth and elevation AoA had to be better than 5o

to allow the resolution of small MPCs clusters for each time bin.

The CIR was characterized using the same radiation pattern antenna for both

polarizations enabling the comparison between co- and cross-polarized power

distribution and temporal statistics. Special measures had to be taken to minimize or

eliminate the undesired effects of the radiation pattern. In addition, the near field effects

had to be considered when designing the sounding platform antenna in terms of the

locations under study.

The results obtained in literature for omnidirectional reception of both polarized

components were contrasted with the ¡esults obtained from the resolution

characterization. The high spatial and temporal resolution enabled the study of the effects

of the scatterers in the formation of power clusters as a function of the AoA and ToA of

MPCs for both polarizations. The aim was to study the effects of the scatterers in the

formation of MPC clusters, and to characterize the depolarization of clusters as a function
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of the AoA and ToA. This was undertaken by investigating the power distributions as a

function of space and delay, jointly and separately, for both polarized components. The

case of omnidirectional reception of both polarization components and their combination

were simulated based on the measurements results.

1.3

This thesis is organized into seven chapters and two thematic appendices. The first

chapter contains a study of the evolution of the time, space and polarization

characterizations and how they are related to the improvements in capacity performance

of wireless systems. The objectives of the thesis are presented here.

Chapter 2 is dedicated to introducing some principles of multipath propagation such as

reflection, transmission and scattering of signals in indoor scenarios as a means to

supporting the multipath creation phenomena in terms of the physical model. The data

model for the joint angle-delay-polarization CIR which is used through out this entire

dissertation is presented here. The statistical model for the data thresholding used to

discriminate multipath from the signal is int¡oduced in this chapter. Finally, the mean

excess delay, RMS delay spread and cross-polarization factor are defined.

In Chapter 3, the different channel sounding techniques are studied in detail and the

best method is defined in terms of the indoor channel sounding requirements defined in

Chapter 1. The Azimuth-Elevation-Time (AZELTI) platform designed and built for this
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project is presented in this chapter. The receiver antenna characterizations for the E- and

H-planes as well as the cross-polarization rejection are also presented. Finally, a

description of the test locations is given along with descriptive illustrations of the

surrounding scatterers.

Chapter 4 explains the CIR reconstruction as a function of the AoA and ToA using the

measured snapshots of the indoor channel. The mathematical formulation of the spatial

sampling using 2-D lattices is given as a preamble to explain the CLEAN deconvolution

algorithm. The procedure to extract the AoA of the dominant MPCs is presented in this

chapter.

In Chapter 5, the AoA power distribution results are presented for co- and cross-

polarized signals. The clustering locations, their angular spread and the dynamic AoA for

both polarizations are compared in terms of their excess delays. Finally, the mean excess

delay and RMS delay spread are studied for both polarizations and the results of the

characterization in both locations are contrasted.

In Chapter 6, the cross-polarization phenomenon in both indoor locations selected for

this study is explained in terms of the scatterers' distribution. The azimuth and elevation

cross-polarization distribution is compared for both locations. Finally, the performance of

a receiver in terms of the system bandwidth for the omnidirectional reception of co- and

cross-polarized components based on the measured results is studied.

Chapter 7 contains the conclusion for this research and recommendations to be

considered for future work.
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Tup Ixpoon CHexxEr MoDEL

2.1 INTnooUCTION

The design of communication systems for operation in indoor environments requires

taking into account the propagation characteristics that are imposed on the transmitted

signal. An accurate model of the indoor channel based on an improved understanding of

the propagation problems in these scenarios will improve the performance of high

capacity communication systems. In some cases, the indoor channel limitations can be

seen as barriers for the achievable capacity but, as it will be seen later, it can be

advantageous for communication systems based on space, time and polarization diversity.

In this chapter, the mathematical model for the multipath channel will be introduced. The

fading model for the indoor channel will be presented taking into account the 3-D

distribution of scatterers and obstacles that sur¡ound the receiver. Interaction with the

commonly found indoor clutter, walls and diverse scatterers creates delayed and

attenuated copies of the transmitted signal as a result of the reflection, transmission and

scattering of the electromagnetic (EM) waves as illustrated in Figure 2.l.In Section 2.2,
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an introduction to the propagation phenomenon that creates multipaths signals and their

relationship with the small scale fading will be given. The creation of cross-polarized

signals after reflections from indoor obstacles, i.e. walls, floors, ceilings, and other

materials, will be discussed in Section 2.2. This phenomenon will be characterized in

detail in Chapter 6 for the studied indoor scenarios. The mathematical signal model as a

function of the azimuth and elevation angles and the signal delay will be presented in

Section 2.4, and the data thresholding method used in the identification of MPCs will be

discussed in Section 2.5. The excess delay and polarization parameters used in the

channel characterization through out this dissertation will be introduced in Section 2.6.

2.2 MUTTTPATH PNOPAGATION IN INDOOR

ENvInoNMENTS

Modeling and characterization of indoor propagation are challenging tasks given the

physical constraints imposed on the multipath signal reception. The physical phenomena

that give rise to the c¡eation of delayed echoes of the transmitted signal that are received

with different attenuations, at different delays and angle-of-arrivals (AoAs) are [57]:

. Reflection: A plane EM wave that impinges upon a discontinuity between the

medium in which it is propagating (i.e. air) and a second medium (i.e. walls,

floors, ceilings), whose dimensions are large compared to the wavelength of the

incident wave, is partially reflected back to the medium where it is propagated.
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. Transmission: Under the same boundary conditions applied to the reflection of an

EM wave on a planar surface, the part of the EM wave that does not bounce back

into the first medium is transmitted into the second medium. Depending on the

second material's dielectric properties, part of the EM wave energy is dissipated.

This process explains the transmission of significant parts of the incident EM

wave through walls, floors, and ceilings enabling NLOS links. However, in other

cases, the transmission of EM waves causes undesired interference among floor

levels and access point (AP) coverage areas in indoor WLANs.

. Diffraction: When obstacles with sharp edges such as a wall corner or material

wedges are in the radio path between transmitter and receiver, then secondary EM

waves are created, therefore, reception around corners is possible even though

there is no line-of-sight (LOS) path available.

o Scatterinq: This phenomenon occurs when the dimensions of the obstacle are

small compared to the wavelength of the traveling EM wave. It also depends on

the number of these obstacles and their 3-D distribution around the receiver.

Scattered waves are produced by rough surfaces, small objects, or by other

irregularities in the channel.

The creation of multipath signals is highly dependent on the dielectric properties of the

obstacles, their physical shape, and the magnitude, phase, frequency and polarization of

the impinging wave. For instance, it is expected that a short excess delay spread would be

observed between MPCs due to the proximity, the amount, and the topology of scatterers

in the receiver's surrounding. It is the proximity of obstacles in the signal path that causes

EM distortive effects on the receiver and transmitter radiation patterns, making

identifying MPCs accurately even harder.
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Figure 2.1. An example of the multipath propagation phenomena in indoor environments.

The received signal is the superposition of the individual MPCs created by reflection

and scattering of the transmitted wave, which after arriving with different phases and

attenuations may be added constructively or destructively resulting in signal fading. It is

clear that the receiver antenna radiation pattern has an impact on the received signal due

to the selective noncoherent addition of MPCs arriving from distinct AoAs.

In this study the focus is on scenarios in which the transmitter, receiver and

surrounding environment are static. The fading then depends almost entirely on the

scatterers' distributions and their EM properties. The fading in indoor environments is

commonly known as fast-fading since small changes in the receiver location produce

abrupt changes in the received power. This is caused by the coherent addition of scattered

MPCs in a complex propagation environment like most indoor scenarios. In contrast,
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slow-fading channels are common in other propagation scenarios, typically outdoor

environments, where there is long-term variation in the mean value of the received signal

Is4].

2.3

In order to understand the reflection and transmission of a plane wave after interacting

with obstacles with diverse dielectric properties, the physical process and characteristics

of materials that intervene in the creation of multipath signals in indoor scenarios need to

be understood. Expressions for plane waves as functions of the electric and magnetic

fields can be obtained solving the Maxwell's equations in an unbounded region. Usually

designated as E and É , the electric field (E-field) and magnetic freld (H-field)

dependence on the position and time for the plane wave propagating in an arbitrary

direction are

PraNB WevB PNOPNGATION

and

E(r,t) = eoAcos(at - k' r + þ)

*here { and fi are unit vectors in the directions of polarization of E and. H,

respectively, at:2rf, where/is the wave frequency, Æ is the wavenumber vector in the

-ÁÊ1il¡ =loLcos(ar -i.i + ó)
T¿

ryz coordinate system defined as k : k, xr+ ky !, t k, 20, such that k¡: alv¡, where v¡ is
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the velocity of propagation in the medium in the xs, !0, and zo directions, / is the

initial phase, r is the location vector in xyz,l is the magnitude of the E-field, and 17 is the

wave impedance of the medium.

The relative permittivity (e) and the relative permeability (r,) of the material where

the wave is propagating is related to the wavenumber k¡ and the impedance of the

medium by

and

k, = r^[t,t"/+/r"

where so is the permittivity of a vacuum and po is the magnetic permeability also of a

vacuum. The electric and magnetic fields can be represented with complex exponentials

more conveniently as

F,þo
CE

and

f** I

E (r, t) = Re tø(r) e xP( j atr)]

where

(2.3)

t-l
H (r,t) = RetH(r) exP(j at) j

(2.4)

E(r) = eoAexp(- jk'r + ø)
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and

The propagation direction of a plane wave with arbitrary polarizations for E and H

inthe xyz reference system as shown in Figure 2.2 is defined by the Pointing vector as

-ÁÉ(h=ï,!"*p(-iÈ i+þ)
rl

where f1 * represents the complex conjugate of the magnetic field phasor and x

represents the vector product. Since the E- and H-fields are orthogonal, the direction of

propagation, which is the direction of the Pointing vector, is given by the direction of the

wavenumber vector È, i.".

F=å*"F'F.)

(2.8)

4"ú =i\rl

(2.e)

Figure 2.2. Pointing vector.

(2. r0)
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2.3.1 RBn.rpcTIoN AND TneNsH¿ISSION Or, PIAXE
Wavps

A plane wave that is propagating through a boundary between two mediums with

different dielectric properties is partially reflected back into the first medium and partially

transmitted into the second medium. The necessary condition for this to happen is that the

dimensions of the planar obstacle have to be much larger than the wavelength. For

instance, this condition is largely satisfìed by floors and walls commonly found in indoor

environments. Figure 2.3 illustrates the process for a planar wave propagating in the xy

plane, where i, , ú , and Ç are the wavenumbet vectors for the incident, reflected, and

transmitted waves, respectively. In order to satisfu the boundary conditions for the

electric and magnetic fields at x = 0, the incident and reflected wavenumber vectors

projection in the xy plane must be the same [1]. Figure 2.4 shows a graphical

interpretation of this boundary condition where it is clear that the incidence angle, á, must

be the same as the reflection angle, 0n.The familiar Snell's law can be deduced from this

boundary condition after writing the x components of the wavenumber vectors as a

function of the planar wave angles

sin d = sin d* = ,[q. sin2,

or, as a function of the two mediums' EM properties,

,[¡4E sino^ = ,[¡tp" sino,
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where p¡ aîd e¡ are the magnetic permeability and permittivity

respectively. The amplitudes and propagation directions of

plane waves can be obtained using the Snell's law.

for the medium i: {1, 2},

transmitted and reflected

Figure 2.3. Transmission and reflection in a planar boundary.

Figure 2.4. Graphical interpretation of Snell's law in the lvavenumber vector plane.
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Figure 2.5. Reflection and transmission of a TM polarized plane wave on the planar boundary
between materials.

Figure 2.6. Reflection and transmission.of a TE polarized plane wave on the planar boundary
between materials,

This problem of a plane wave on a planar boundary between materials can be studied

by identifying the two polarization cases for the incident wave:

o TM: H-field transverse to the plane of incidence (Figure 2.5); and

. TE: E-field transverse to the plane of incidence (Figure 2.6).
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The plane of incidence contains the wavenumber vector and the normal to the planar

boundary between materials simultaneously. Given the coordinate system used in Figures

2.4 and2.5, if the z axis is considered pointing upwards, then the planar surface is in the

xy plane. Consequently, the TM case can be seen as a wave that has both vertical and

horizontal polarized components of the E-field arriving from a medium (i.e. air) at a

planar discontinuify such as a floor or ceiling. In the TM case, the wave is partially

reflected back to the medium and partially transmitted into the material. The change in

polarization and magnitude for both orthogonally polarized components of the E-field

explains the phenomenon called depolarization. The characterization of this phenomenon

is introduced in Section 2.6.2. Considering the same coordinate system, the TE case

represents the propagation of a horizontally polarized wave. As it can be seen in Figure

2.6, the E-field polarization is not changed after the reflection but its magnitude may

change. This simple model for the interaction between a plane wave and a surface can be

used to explain the interactions between walls, floors, ceiling and others planar surface

whose dimension is several wavelengths.

The expression that relates the reflection coefficient (E) to the relative dielectric

constant for the TE case is ll]

where lEland lf^l are the incident and reflected E-fields,

impedance of the medium I as defined inQ.Q.
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For the TM case, the reflection coefficient is given by

The transmission coefficients (T) are related to the reflection coefficients in both cases

by

D,, - lr^1--l¿l -
bcos7 -cosZ,
4t

bcos7 + cos1,
Qt

The EM properties of most materials exhibit variations with the frequency that can be

a problem for characterizing the indoor environments using short pulses considering the

large BV/ required. Since the reflection and transmission coefficients depend on the

dielectric properties of the materials involved in these processes, short duration pulses

may be distorted after the interaction with these materials [aa]. The dielectric properties

of different materials have been characterized historically for several single frequencies

and in recent years, after the increasing interest in UWB communications, the frequency

dependence of various materials commonly found in building has been studied [45]. The

complex expression for the dielectric constant is given by

T=1+).

(2.14)

where o is the conductivity of the material. The imaginary part of e, represents the energy

absorbed by the dielectric material. An additional problem in characterizing the dielectric

properties of materials of interest such as walls, floors, ceilings, etc., is the variations in

4t

(2.1s)

t, = t"-jg"r- t"-j 6
Ø€o

(2.16)



their compositions that change their absorptive and reflective behaviour in the

frequencies of interest. For instance, due to the high dielectric constant of water, the

amount of water present in bricks, concrete, and ground floors will determine their EM

properties, therefore channel characterization is highly dependent on the location.

2.4

The bandpass transmitted signal can be modeled following [56] as

s(r) = Re{s, (r) exp(- j2nf"t)\

TrtB MUTTTPATH STCNRI. MOoBI.

where sr is the lowpass signal andf" is the carrier frequency. The signal defined in (2.17) is

transmitted and, after being scattered, is received as the coherent addition of delayed and

attenuated multiple lowpass signals. At a given AoA, defined by the azimuth and

elevation AoAs, tp and 0, respectively, the received signal can be represented as

r (e, 0, r) =* 
T''à 

r (e, 0, t) exp(- j2nf or r (e, 0, t))s, (t - r o (g, 0, t)) (2. 1 8)
È=l

where N(rp,0,t) is the number of multip aths, r¡(rp,0,l) is the ToA of the /r'-multipath, and

a¡(ç,0,t) is the channel gain coefficient fo¡ the Hh-MPC arriving at q. In case of a time-

varying channel, N, r¡ and G+not only depend on the AoA but also on time. However, in

the case studied here, the channel is considered static. Therefore, the channel gain, the

number of MPCs and their delay are considered functions of the AoA only. Thebandpass

received signal can be expressed as follows

(2.r7)
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where h(ç,O,r) is the time-invariant CIR as a function of the AoA def,rned as

N (o 
'o)

h(q,0,r) = Zþo(ç,Q6(t - ro(e,0)) (2.20)

r(g,g,t) = f*hkp, 0,r)s, (t - r)dr

where /¿ is the complex channel gain for the MPC arriving with delay ro(e,O) that can

be written as follows

In order to completely characterize the propagation in any environment, the magnitude

(a(e,O)) and phase (- jZxfor o(ç, á) ) of the CIR have to be measured.

þ o (e, 0) = a o (p, 0) exp(- j 2dnr o (ç, 0)) .

2.5

(2.te)

In the channel measurement the received signal (2.18) is distorted by noise, which

impacts negatively on the quality of the channel estimate. The valid MPCs a¡e

discriminated from the measured impulse response defining the appropriate signal

threshold. The CFA thresholding proposed by Sousa in 162l provides a suitable method.

The presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with a variance o¡r2 was

assumed, which is reasonable in the environments where the experiment took place. The

envelope of the signal magnitude can be modeled as Rayleigh distributed random

variable with probability density function (pdf) given by

IvTpuIsE RESPONSE ESIn¿ATION

(2.2r)
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The probability of having one single false alarm, defined as a peak of noise incorrectly

detected as a MPC, can be expressed as

p(x):4.*p
oN

where x¿, is the CFA threshold. One single false alarm in the total number of samples is

equivalent to

( "L)
P(X , *,,,)="*vlfi 

)

where N is the number of samples per channel snapshots and M represents the total

number of channel snapshots. In our case, N: 401 and M : 72 ' 25 = 1800. From (2.23),

the signal threshold is

P(X , r,)=#

(2.22)

whe¡e ø,v is the noise magnitude estimation. When x is equal to the median of the impulse

response magnitude /r.r over all samples, setting the probabiliry P(X> p.):0.5 leads to

xr, =3.766or

(2.23)

The noise magnitude was estimated over the total number of channel samples for both

polarizations.
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2.6

The main objective of this project is to gather relevant and accurate information of the

indoor propagation channel in terms of AoA, ToA and signal polarization. In this section, the

direction, temporal, and polarization variables chosen to study the indoor channel will be

presented.

PanaH¡ETER CuanacrERIZATIoN oF THE

INroon CgRn-xBr

2.6.r

The temporal dispersion of the channel was investigated by the calculation of the root-

mean-squared (RMS) delay spread (o*rr), and the power-weighted mean excess delay

(PWMED). These parameters are widely used in the literature [57] to describe the statistical

measure of the channel time dispersion. The PWMED and o¡1y5 cÍItl be expressed as

ToA PanevETE,RS

and

PWMED (Q,0)=E
f, n rr, t>GÍ''et - r!''e))

LnGøe)

o^rr(Q,0) =

(2.27)
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where Pt and q, are the power and time delay of the H|'MPC as a function of the AoA,

respectively, aîd t6 is the time delay of the first valid MPC with (q, e) AoA detected

using the data th¡esholding defined in Section 2.5. The characterization of the delay

statistics as a function of the AoA for two cases of indoor propagation will be presented

in Chapter 5.

2.6.2

The cross-polarization coupling (XPOL) is used to quantifu the amount of received

power that is received in a polarization state orthogonal to its original hansmitted mode

[9]. This coupling effect may happen due to interactions with the environment, i.e., walls,

floors and indoor clutter after reflections, transmissions and diffractions of the

fransmitted signal. When vertically polarized antennas are used at both sides of the link,

which is common practice in indoor communications, the XPOL may be used as a

measure of the amount of power that arrives at the receiver location as horizontally

polarized MPCs and is therefore undetected. The XPOL as a function of the AoA and

delay is defined as

PornnrZATION PAnAUBTERS

where Pt, and P, are the total received power due to horizontally and vertically polarized

MPCs, respectively. Early studies performed at lower frequencies are not well suited to

describe the behaviour of indoor chamels at frequency bands and data rates of interest
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nowadays 1441. Ray-tracing simulations at UHF frequencies reported that, when

vertically polarized antennas are used at both sides ofthe link, cross-polarizaTion losses

may be ignored [18]. It will be seen that, for the frequencies used in this study, this

conclusion is true only for AoAs restricted to the horizontal plane. In Chapter 6, the

cross-polarizaTion characterization as a function of the azimuth and elevation AoAs of

two distinct indoor channels will be presented.

2.7 SUH¿venv

In this chapter, the physical processes that creates multipath signals for indoor

propagation were reviewed. The reflection and transmission coefficients were introduced

for the two cases of interaction with planar boundaries materials, TE and TM, and their

relationship with the dielectric properties of the material commonly found in indoor

scenarios. The change in the polarization of the E-field was identified as a result of the

reflection of plane waves at dielect¡ic surfaces. The frequency dependence of the

dielectric properties of materials that results in a distortive effect on wide band signals

was described. All of these effects influence the characterization of indoor wireless

channels. The multipath signal model that is used in the analysis for the characterization

of the results was presented in Section 2.4.Finally, the mathematical expressions forthe

characterization of the MPCs' delay and polarization in terms of the AoA were presented

in this chapter. The expressions presented here are used in the extraction of parameters
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for the joint AoA-ToA characterization of indoor channels, whose results are presented in

Chapter 5, and to sfudy the creation of cross-polanzed MPCs and its dependence on the

AoA, whose results are introduced in Chapter 6.
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Ixroon CUnNNEL SoLn TIING

3.1 INTnoIUCTIoN

In this chapter, the different channel sounding techniques that were explored will be

presented. The selection of the most suitable method to acquire the complex channel

samples was determined by the delay resolution imposed by the indoor charmel and by

the need to characteize the channel for different AoA and polarization with the same

spatial response. In Section 3.2, the requirements for the channel sounding system are

analyzed in detail. The viability of the direct pulse method, the sliding correlator

technique and the frequency domain direct channel measurement are contrasted in

Section 3.3. The sounding platform designed for the measurement campaign whose

results are presented in this dissertation is presented in Section 3.4.The indoor locations

chosen to be characterized are described in Section 3.5. Finally, the data acquisition

procedure and calibration procedures are presented in Sections 3.6 and 3.7 .
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3.2 REqurnnMENTS FoR THE

CUanaCTERIZATION OF' THE INOOON

Cuan-Npr

Different channel sounding techniques can be used to characterize indoor wireless

environments. However, certain restrictions are imposed by the propagation physics in

this kind of scenario, making some techniques more attractive than others depending on

which channel parameters are going to be measured. The goal of this dissertation is to

characterize the indoor channel propagation in terms of the AoA and ToA for co- and

cross-polarized signals, collecting quantitative values for parameters that help the

development of improved spatio-temporal models. The inherent difficulties of indoor

environments such as time resolution in the scale of tens of nano seconds and multipath

AoA resolution on the order of less than ten degrees for both polarizations impose strict

design specifications on the channel sounder technique.

Typically, the arrival time of delayed copies of the transmitted signal, or echoes,ison

the o¡der of 5 ns in office and residential environments, which is equivalent to less than

1.5 m total propagation path difference. Saleh and Valenzuela reported excess delays of

200 ns as a result of early measurements [62]. This value was updated to 150 ns afte¡

more recent measurement campaigns made in similar fypes of indoor scenarios 166].

These results depend on factors such as the scatterers' distribution and composition,

relative location of transmitter and receiver, floor plan, etc. In addition, the proximity of
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scatterers to the receiver and transmitter is critical in terms of the near-field effects on the

anteruras' patterns.

The power delay profile can be classified as dense or sparse channels as defined by

Molisch in þ\. Dense channels are commonly encountered in environments with high

number of scatterers surrounding the receiver. In these dense channels, the interarrival time

of MPCs is smaller than the resolvable time binwidth. In contrast, for sparse channels, the

interarrival time of echoes is larger than the resolvable binwidth which could lead several

consecutive binwidths without significant power. Since the temporal binwidth is given by the

inverse of the channel bandwidth, the categorization of the channel into dense or sparse

depends not only on the propagation properties of the environment, but also on the channel

bandwidth considered in the characterization.

Two different NLOS locations with respect to a common receiving point were subjects

of this study: an off,rce environment and an auditorium. The main features to measure in

both propagation scenarios, which determine the selection and design specification for

the channel sounding platform, can be summarized as follows:

¡ The channel joint AoA-ToA complex impulse response has to be measured for

both polarizations at the receiver location;

" The study is limited to vertically polarized transmitted signals;

o The cross-polarization of MPCs and its dependence on the AoA must be

measured;
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The chosen frequency range for the channel charactenzation is 5.10-5.85 GHz

due to its relevance to current and future high-speed WLAN applications;

The proximity and distribution of scatterers surrounding the transmitter

receiver in both locations determine a MPC temporal resolution better t

5 ns;

Magnitude and phase of MPCs must be measured in order to estimate the

effects of coherent vs. non-coherent multipath combination at the receiver; and

The channel must be characterized with a resolution better than l0o in azimuth

and elevation in order to be able to use the CIR snapshots to reconstruct a high

resolution channel representation (Chapter 4).

aaJ.J Vhe[-ITY STUDY oF THE DTpppnENT

CHaNNEL S or-rNDrNG TBcrrNreuES

The channel sounding techniques considered for this experiment can be grouped in

three categories [57]:

and

han

c Direct pulse charurel sounding;

. Spread spectrum sliding correlator sounding; and

Frequency domain channel sounding.
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The selection was determined by the indoor channel characteristics and the accuracy

required in characterizing these paramete¡s. In our case, the spatial and temporal

multipath distribution had to be measured. Consequently, an antenna system was required

to scan the indoor channel in different directions, minimizing the disto¡tion due to the

coherent addition of multipath arriving from distinct AoAs. The other important

requirement involved the independent measurement of both orthogonally polarized

MPCs. Finally, the specification of temporal resolution and capture time had to match the

propagation specifications of indoor environments already mentioned.

3.3.r

One of the simplest, although not widely used, channel sounding techniques is the

direct multipath magnitude vs. delay measurement 142]. This radar-like technique

consists of the transmission of a modulated train of pulses with duration of T6 s and rate

of llT Hz. The received multipath signal is then amplified and demodulated using an

envelope detector with a BW of at least 2lTu Hz. The resultant baseband signal can be

displayed and stored using a sampling oscilloscope. Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of the

direct pulse channel sounding system. The signal received is the channel impulse

response convolved with the baseband pulses. When it is available at the instrument

location, the oscilloscope can be triggered using the baseband train ofpulses generated at

the transmitter side, thereby avoiding loss of synchronization due to signal blockage or

interference. Averaging the signal provides a direct measure of the magnitude of the

received multipath signal as a function of the delay.
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lilHilt

GENERATOR

The delay resolution of this method is given by Tt while the signal capture time is

given by the pulse train period 7. According to the propagation characteristics of indoor

channels, it is necessary to generate a signal with Tø shorter than 5 ns and Z on the order

of 200 ns to properly characterize the channel. In addition to these specifications for the

sounder signal, wideband detectors and oscilloscopes are also required. This method was

used by Saleh and Valenzuela 162] to measure the indoor propagation channel in office

environments at 900 MHz.

Figure 3.1. Direct pulse channel sounding technique.

IÑlPULSE RESPONSE
MAGNITUDE ESTIMATE

Despite the evident simplicity of this radar-like system, which is its main advantage,

this method is not widely used. The most important disadvantage is the use of wideband

receivers, which decrease the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) thereby significantly

reducing the sensitivity of the system. The phase of the received signal cannot be

measured, but this limitation can be overcome by replacing the envelope detector with a

coherent one. Another obstacle for this method lies in the generation of short pulses with

enough energy to overcome the high path losses typically found in indoor environments

1421.
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3.3.2 Spnnao Sppcrnuu Srnrxc ConnBLAToR
SorxorNc TpcrnqreuE

This technique is based on the direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) technique to

disperse a continuous wave (CW) signal over a large bandwidth by mixing it with a

baseband pseudo-noise (PN) signal. The signal is received and de-spread using a PN

sequence with a slightly slower chip rate. Whenever both PN sequences are aligned,

maximal correlation occurs and the received signal can be de-spread and the envelope of

the de-spread signal can be displayed on an oscilloscope (Figure 3.2). The signal detected

is the channel impulse response convolved with the baseband PN signal. On the other

hand, when both PN sequences are misaligned, the received signal is spread again by

mixing it with the PN sequence generated at the receive¡ side and therefore most of the

signal is eliminated by the narrowband filter in cascade with the receiver mixer. By

adjusting the receiver chip rate, signal alignment will occur at shifted times delays,

producing a temporal scanning of the received multipath signal. This technique was used

by Bultitude [3], [5] to characterize the indoor channel scenario similar to the one that

was chosen for our experiment.

One of the advantages of using this technique is that the signal can be detected by a

wideband mixer in cascade with a narrowband receiver, eliminating the need for

wideband receivers. Therefore, the dynamic range of the system is improved in

comparison with the direct pulse method by reducing the noise and interference. The

processing gain of the system is given by
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where f6 and f" are the PN chip frequencies at the receiver and transmitter, respectively.

Depending on the values of f6 and f, in (3. 1 ), the physical coverage can be increased for

the same transmitter power, or equivalently, the required transmitter power for a given

aÍea canbe reduced.

)f
ft "J c
^ gain I

Jt

There are some obstacles the implementation of this technique. The multipath

amplitudes at different delays are not acquired in real time. So, when the coherence time

of the channel is small, consecutive multipaths might be measured after the channel has

changed. Similarly, the sweep time implies that the phase of different multipaths is

measured at different times. Again, if the channel changes during the acquisition time, the

readings are likely to be invalid. However, in the case where the channel is statìc, which

can be assumed as a good approximation for the channel measured in this study, the

sliding correlator technique can still be applied. The complexity of the hardware needed

to build a spread spectrum channel test bed with the required temporal resolution was a

critical factor in the implementation of this method.

(3 1)
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Figure 3.2. Spread spectrum sliding correlator sounding technique.
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FnrqueNcy DovarN CHa¡r-xpL S orrNDrNG
TBcnmeuE

The next sounding technique considered is based on the measurement of the CIR in

the frequency domain. The time domain impulse response can be obtained by

posþrocessing the frequency domain data. In this case, the transmissivity.t2l parameter is

measured in the frequency domain using a VNA as shown in Figure 3.3. A CW is swept

in discrete steps over the chosen frequency band while the received multipath signal is

detected by the same instrument. The magnitude and phase of the received signal are
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compared with the transmitted CW and the CIR is then estimated for each discrete

frequency step.

The main advantage of this method lies in its inherent simplicity. The VNA acts as the

receiver and transmitter, and provides synchronicity between input and output ports.

However, in orde¡ to ensure a valid reading, it is crucial to calibrate the system properly.

The complex channel gain is directly measured by the instrument, which means that

amplitude and phase information can be retrieved directly. One inherent problems of the

method is the limited achievable measurement range, since the transmitter and receiver

have to be hardwired to the \rNA. The frequency sweep rate has to be adjusted to be fast

enough to complete a measurement within the channel coherence time. This can be done

by reducing the number of frequency steps or by reducing the frequency range sweep,

reducing the total capture time or the multipath delay resolution, respectively.

Figure 3.3. Frequency domain channel sounding technique.
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This technique allows the accurate measurement of both magnitude and phase with the

temporal resolution required to characterize the indoor channel. In this study, the channel

is static, therefore the sweeping time and the number of frequency step, is not a limiting

factor. Thus, the number of frequency steps can be sufficiently high to match the

specifications for the signal excess delay. Note that the frequency step size determines the

maximum capture time which, in this case has to be larger than200 ns as a consequence

of the delay expected between transmitter and receiver locations (Section 3.1).

3.3.4 Epppcrs oF THE RBcBTvER ANTENNAS oN THE
INooon CHaNxEL MEASUREMENT

The antenna radiation pattern leads to distortion in the reception by weighting the

MPCs arriving differently, depending on the AoA. In addition, high multipath delay

resolution requires a high BW. Note that an antenna with a BW of at least 500 MHz is

necessary to obtain -4 ns time resolution after applying a window to the time-domain

signal in order to reduce the sidelobe effects, a process called windowing. This

windowing increases the effective time binwidth, decreasing the delay resolution.

Furthermore, the antennas suitable for the task normally have slightly different radiation

patterns at different frequencies making the problem even worse.

The characterization of the AoA for the multipath signals can be achieved by using

highly directional anten¡as to scan the indoor environment l2ll-123), [66], synthetic

aperture radar techniques [31] or antenna aÍrays [29]. The synthetic aperture radar uses a

single antenna that is mechanically moved to different positions in a virtual array. The
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signal captured at each position is post-processed to scan the main beam to the desired

direction. In order to obtain valid results, it is necessary to assume that the channel

remains static during the whole capture cycle. For a real anay, the signal received by

each anten¡a element of an array is also weighted and then combined to achieve the

scanning of the main beam towards the desired AoA. However, the main difference with

the synthetic aperlure radar method is that the processing occurs in real time which

allows the capture of fast changing channels. However, a large number of antenna

elements are required to achieve resolutions on the order of less than tens of degrees,

which can be an obstacle at certain frequencies for indoor measurements due to the

physical dimensions of the affays. The electronic scanning of the main beam when using

arrays creates sidelobes in undesired directions, resulting in signal distortion due to the

coherent addition of interfering MPCs coming from different AoAs. The use of directive

antennas mechanically oriented towards different AoAs offers the advantage of

guaranteeing a direction-independent radiation pattern, provided that the antenna

dimensions are small enough to minimize interactions with the indoor clutter. At higher

frequencies the physical dimensions of the antenna are smaller and it is more likely that

an antenna with the BW required for the temporal resolution specified can be found.

One approach to diminish the antenna distortive effects in the measured signal is

deconvolution of the radiation pattern. The CLEAN algorithm l1), 1421, [66] and its

variants [2] were proposed in previous works to determine the AoA of MPCs with high

resolution and to eliminate the erroneous location of MPCs. Another approach is using an

anay of antennas, whether real or virtual, instead of a single antenna [42]. This is the

typical scenario in which the SAGE algorithm is used to extract MPCs from the complex
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weighted combination of the received signal by

assume planar wave fronts at the receiver side.

3.4 SBrBcuoN oF THE BBsr CHan-NBr
SotxorNc Mpruoo

After weighing the advantages and disadvantages of the different techniques against

the specified requirements (Section 3.1), the frequency domain sounding technique was

chosen to characterize the AoA vs. the ToA of the indoor multipath channel. The CIR is

measured in the frequency domain by means of a VNA shown in Figure 3.4. The only

addition to the method was the capability of mechanically scanning a narrow beam

antenna to the desired directions. The positioning platform built for that purpose was

designated as AZELTI, an acronym of Azimuth-Elevation-Time channel sounding

platform. The time resolution achieved using this method was better than 3 ns, allowing

the resolution of multipaths with a path difference as short as 90 cm. A block diagram of

the channel sounder is depicted in Figure 3.5.

each antenna element. Both approaches
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The use of a mechanically scanned antenna guarantees the same spatial response

independent of the scan angle. Hence, the main advantage of selectively capturing snapshots

by mechanically scanning the receiver antenna resides fundamentally in the reduction of

interference caused by MPCs coming from undesired AoAs that would interfere with the

desired signal. Using other scanning techniques, distortions in the measured signals due to

undesired sidelobes in the radiation pattern as a function of the scanning angle make it more

difficult to obtain a correct measurement of the CIR. This angle invariant anterura response

that is only a function of the sample frequency is maintained as long as the planar incident

wavefronts assumption is valid (Section 2.3). This consideration eases the postprocessing of

the measured CIR, allowing the reconstruction of a high resolution representation of the

indoor radio channel for vertical and horizontal received polarizations.

Figure 3.4. Anritsu 37347c vector network analyzer.
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In order to minimize the likelihood of false readings during the channel measurement,

the AZELTI platform was built using polyvinyl chloride (PVC), wood and silica,

reducing the interactions between the platform and the measured electric field at the

desi¡ed frequencies (Figure 3.6). Table 3.1 summarizes the specifications forthe channel

sounding method described in this section.

Figure 3.5. Channel sounding setup.
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Figure 3.6. AZELTI acquisition platform showing the planar array antenna mounted in the
positioning platform.
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Frequency Sweep Range

Frequency Sweep Step

Table 3.1. Channel sounding specifications.

Azimuth Sample Step

Elevation Sample Step

Azimuth Scanning Range

Elevation Scanning Range

Elevation Used Sample Range

Number of Samples

Maximum Excess Delay Resolution

5.100-5.850 MHz

Binwidth

Windowing

1.875 MHz

CIR Average

50

3 .4.1

Sweep Time

50

00-3550

25"-r55"

The vertically polarized biconical antenna shown in Figure 3.7(a) was used as the

transmitter antenna providing an omnidirectional illumination of the indoor environment.

The BW of this antenna covers the frequency range of 2-10 GHz. A CW was transmitted

from the chosen test locations, indicated inFigure 3.11 as locations A and B. The CW

was swept across the BW of interest in 1.875 MHz frequency steps.

6s

TnaNSUITTER AND RBCBIVER ANTENNAS

300- I 500

400 samples

Blackman-Harris ( I term)

-3 ns

5 channel snapshots

533 ns
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The receiver patch antenna was a square planar anay of 8 by 8 elements with a pencil-

like radiation pattern, 10" half-power beamwidth (HPBW), -20 dB sidelobe levels, and 1

GHz BW. The receiver antenna is illustrated in Figure 3.7(b). The antenna

characterization was done by the CRC's Advanced Antenna Technologies division in an

anechoic chamber for frequencies ranging from 4.850 GHz to 5.850 GHz with 50 MHz

steps (Appendix A). The co-polarized pTanar array antenna radiation pattern in the E- and

H-planes as functions of frequency is illustrated in Figure 3.8. In these figures, 0o is the

direction parallel to the plane of the anay and 90o indicates the direction perpendicular to the

center of the array. The receiver antenna exhibits a cross-polarization rejection better than

20 dB for the range of scanning in both planes in the frequency range of interest (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.7. (a) Transmitter ântenna (biconical, omnidirectional), (b) Receiver antennâ (8x8-elements
planar array, directive).
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Special consideration was made to diminish the near-field effects caused by the indoor

clutter in the receiver surroundings. Figure 3.13 shows details of the scatterers' distribution

in the receiver location and their relative distances to the antenna. Based on simulation results

[53] it was possible to characterizethe receiver antenna near-field limits as a semi-spherical

area of 90 cm radius surrounding the planar array. The location of any possible scatterers

around the receiver in the main lobby was far beyond that th¡eshold for the chosen scanning

angles. Thus, it was assumed that the shift invariance of the antenna radiation pattems was

maintained for all the scanning angles.

At the receiver side, a PC-controlled system positioned the wideband antenna to the

desired azimuth (<p) and elevation (0) angles. In the system of coordinates used shown in

Figure 3.10, 0:90o corresponds to the horizontal plane xy. The scanning was performed

from 0o to 355" in q and from 30o to 150' in 0, both in steps of 5o for both polarizations. The

electric field in 0 and <p directions were measured and used by the VNA to calculate the

magnitude and phase of the CIR in both orthogonal directions.

Scanning

Eç

Figure 3.10. Reference system for the CIR acquisition.

0

d¡rectron
in azimuth
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3.5 MgASUREMENT LocaTIoNS

The two NLOS locations chosen for this experiment are shown in Figure 3.11. The

selection of location A was made based on the distribution of potential scatterers around

the receiver alea while location B was chosen to study the propagation from a typical

office space scenario.

Location A is. an auditorium with folded metallic chairs and plenty of potential

scatterers. On the other hand, location B is a fully furnished office space which represents

a completely different environment for radio propagation. Heating ducts, pipes and

electric wires run above the ceiling. Double layer plywood, concrete and brick walls,

steel reinforced concrete columns as well as typical office equipment are present close to

transmitter location B. Dozens of metallic folded chairs are present in transmitter location

A. The receiver area of influence is depicted in Figure 3.12 while details of the main

sources of scattering are indicated in Figure 3.13(1)-(6). The distinctive characteristic of a

real indoor scenario in comparison with a simulated environment commonly used in ray-

tracing simulations lies in the effects of many potential scatterers such as indoor clutter,

structural details, etc. In order to have maximum control over the variables that could

affect the channel measurement, the tests were conducted during the weekend when the

trafftc of personnel in the test area was minimum.
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Figure 3.11. Receiver location (Rx) and transmitter locations A and B. The receiver area of influence
is highlighted.

Figure 3.12. Receiver area, highlighting some of the areas of interest.
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(1). Details of metallic folded chairs inside the
auditorium (Location A).

(3). Hallway that connects the office (Location B)
and main lobby.

(2). Hallway that connects the auditorium and
the main lobby where the AZELTI platform was

located.

(5). Front wall (4.15m from the receiver) with
metallic plaques that separates the main lobby

from the auditorium (Location A).

(4). Elevator metallic doors (2.45 m from the
receiver) and hallway corner to offices.

Figure 3.13. Details of the scatterers shown in Figure 3.12.

(6). Back wall (3.25 m from the receiver) that
separates main lobby from a washroom where

metallic scatterers are located.
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3.6 Dara AcqursrrroN

Five channel snapshots were acquired at each look angle, and then stored

automatically. The whole process was monitored remotely to reduce the chances of

perturbing the channel measurement. The snapshots of the channel were acquired at half

of the HPBW, obtaining four correlated sets of realizations of the CIR. These data set is

further used to extrapolate a high resolution spatial-temporal estimation of each CIR

using deconvolution techniques (CLEAN) and2-D signal processing (Chapter 5).

The indoor channel was scanned two times, once for each polarization. The time

invariance of the charurel guarantees the validity of the reading for each polarization and

AoA. Vertically and horizontally polarized components of the CIR were obtained from

the two readings for each AoA. The horizontally polarized component was directly

measured by the AZELTI platform with the receiver antenna in a horizontal polarization

position (TE polarized plane wave). However, the vertically polarized component of the

CIR was estimated from the elevation component of the measured CIR (TM polarized

plane wave). The relationship between those magnitudes can be expressed as follows

where hv and h¡1 are the vertical and horizontal components of the CIR, respectively, åp

and h, are the measured elevation and azimuth components of the CIR, respectively, as

t3

17.)=1"ï'l'17,)
(3.2)



shov/n in Figure 3.10. In this context, it is not necessary to transform the measured signal

from a spherical coordinate system into a rectangular one. The horizontally polarized

component is directly measured as a function of the AoA by means of physically

scanning the antenna and only a correction due to the projection of the vertically

polarized component over the planar array is necessary. Hence, for 0:90o, the vertically

polarized component is measured directly as a function of the scanning angle.

The CIR snapshots in the frequency domain were used to obtain the time domain

impulse response as a function of each AoA scanned. Figures 3.74 and 3.i5 show the

channel frequency and time domain response, respectively, for 0 : 90o and ç : 0o for

Location A. The data thresholding used in the experiment to discriminate MPCs was the

CFA method adapted from the method proposed by Sousa 1621. The signal thresholding

method is explained in Section 2.5.
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Figure 3.14. Frequency-domain measured channel gain for Location A at 0 : 90o and g:0o.
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Figure 3.15. Time-domain estimated channel gain for Location A at 0:90o and q:0o.

3.1

150 200

CaTtgRATToN

Hardware calibrations followed by a data calibration were performed before the start

of the channel measurement. The hardware calibration involved calculating the delay

compensation for coaxial cables, amplifiers, attenuators, and connectors used to connect

transmitter and receiver platform to the \rNA. Figure 3.16 shows the short circuit

calibration connections. The antenna gains were characterized individually for the

operative frequency range. In order to simulate the free space attenuation and, at the same

time, to protect the VNA from a power overload during the calibration process,

attenuators of 30 dB (location A) and 60 dB (location B) were used as pass-through

connections between t¡ansmitter and receiver lines. These attenuators were characterized
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individually and their frequency responses

measurement afterwards.

Figure 3.16. Network analyzer hardware calibration scheme.

The data calibration was made in LOS at the receiver final location. This strategy was

adopted since location of the transmitter and receiver antennas and the scatterers around

the receiver impact the measurement results.

were used to compensate the CIR

-30 dB / -60 dB

3.8 Sun¿vranv

In this chapter the channel platform specifications in terms of the characterization of

indoor channels were discussed. The different viable techniques used in the literature

were contrasted against the requirements and from this analysis the AZELTI platform

was designed and built. The transmitter antenna was selected to provide an

omnidirectional, linearly polarized illumination of the locations selected for the test. In

contrast, the receiver antenna was selected by its pencil-like radiation pattern. The
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receiver's radiation pattern in the frequency band of interest was presented for E- and

H-plane as well as its cross-polarization rejection performance. The calibration of the

sounding platform was discussed and the data model for the complex impulse response as

function of the scanning angle was presented.
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RpcoNSTRUCTToN oF THp CrnxxBr
RsspoNSE Esrn¿ATE

4.r INTnonUCTION

The large amount of information obtained after the measurement of the indoor

wireless channel can be organized as a sequence oî images representing the CIR as a

function of the angle of arrival (AoA) and delay. This strategy facilitates organizing and

processing the acquired data more efficiently enabling the posterior analysis and

extraction of channel parameters from the analysis of the generated images. Previous

studies based on measurement campaigns reported that MPCs appear in joint spatio-

temporal clusters [66]. The precise characterization of these power clusters will help to

improve the proposed space-time models for indoor channels [48], [49]. However, the

images obtained from the direct measurement of the CIR usually suffer from artifacts
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caused by the physical limitations of the capturing device, which in this case is the

receiver antenna. Examples of these physical limitations are unacceptably high sidelobe

levels (SLLs) and excessively wide HPBW, both contributing to the distortion of the

power pattern image. The mainlobe-to-sidelobe and sidelobe-to-sidelobe interactions

introduce effors in the estimation of individual MPC's AoA leading to the shape

distortion, incorrect location, or even cancellation of multipath clusters.

In this section, a technique for the reconstruction of an estimation of the CIR using a

correlated set of channel samples will be introduced. The proposed method is a

modification of the techniques used to estimate the charmel response based on the

deconvolution algorithms in 1661,167), [68]. While these previous attempts to estimate

the AoA of MPCs were limited to the horizontal plane, the technique proposed is applied

to 2D-datasets representing the azimuth-elevation AoA of multipath signals captured

using the AZELTI platform (Section 3.4). Other deconvolution techniques were used in

attempts to estimate the AoA of signals reflected from the targets, for radar-like

applications [2]. The innovation of the approach chosen in this project lies in the use of a

correlated set of data samples or images representing the complex channel response in

both azimuth and elevation angles to estimate the indoor CIR. The number of samples of

each data set is limited by the physical constraints of the acquisition sensor, i.e. the

receiver antenna. Even though the number of samples of each image is insufficient to

estimate the CIR with high resolution, the proposed procedure uses the combination of a

set of channel realizations that, after post-processing, provides a more accurate joint

AoA-ToA MPCs distribution. The post-processing consists of the upsampling and

elimination of the undesired effects of the antenna that blurred each image. The
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procedure developed to process the data acquired with the AZELTI platform can be

summarized in three main conceptual parts:

. The upsampling of the image set, generating a new set of images blurred by both

the antenna aperlure size and the non-ideal antenna spatial response;

. The deconvolution of the antenna pattern of each image of the upsampled set to

eliminate fhe blurring effects and to identify the AoA location of MPCs that were

shadowed by the noncoherent addition of interference; and

. Finally, the reconstruction of a single image representing the CIR estimate.

The techniques presented here are not restricted to indoor channel reconstruction and

have applications in diverse radio image processing problems such as the reconstruction

and identification of radar target images 12] and microwave imaging 1701.

In Section 4.2, the use of lattice structure to model image sampling is described; this is

used in Section 4.3 to reconstruct an estimate of the CIR along with the inhoduction of

the CLEAN procedure. In Section 4.3.3, a method to update the feedback coefficient at

each recursion of the deconvolution procedure is presented. Thanks to this optimization

of the CLEAN algorithm, the computation time and the likelihood of erïors in the

resultant MPC's AoA estimate were reduced. Examples of the application of this

technique are given in Section 4.4, and possible alternate approaches for the estimation

method are proposed in Section 4.5.
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4.2 IUaCB GnNBnaTIoN Baspp ON THE

MBaSURED Dara Snrs

The acquired samples of the channel power pattern consist of a set of 24 by

72 samples in elevation and azimuth angles, respectively. Figure 4.1 shows a

representation of the 2-D channel gain at 5.10 GHz. There are 400 of these images

covering the frequency band of interest (5.10-5.85 GHz) in frequency intervals of

l.875}y4Hz.

The scanning device spatial response, in this case represented by the receiver antenna

radiation pattern, is shown in Figure 4.2 using a linear scale. In terms of the image

processing, the antenna spatial response is going to be referred to the point-spread-

function (PSF) in this analysis. As the receiver location was chosen by its relative

distance to scatterers that could distort the antenna pattern due to near field effects,

therefore, the shift-invariance of the PSF was guaranteed by the radiation pattern

invariance with respect to the scanning angle (Section 3.4.1). However, the antenna

exhibits variations in SLL and HPBW in the frequency range of interest as shown in

Figure 4.3.Each image, which is associated to a different sample frequency, is processed

independently. Therefore, a different PSF was employed to process each image

depending on the sample frequency. The shift-invariance properly of the PSF holds for

each image regardless of its frequency dependence. It is important to remark that the PSF

maintains its central symmetry along the BW of interest, acting as a zero-shift filter,

thereby complex signals maintained their phases and only their magnitudes changes.
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Figure 4.1. CIR as a function of the angle of arrival at 5.10 GHz.
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In order to be consistent with the image processing literature, the chosen units for the

images dimensions is in picture heights (ph). The aspect ratio (ar) of an image is a

dimensionless magnitude that can be defined as the ratio between the picture width (pw)

to the picture height (ph) as

where ph and pw aÍe the picture height and width, respectively, in the same arbitrary

units. The lattice will be used as the mathematical model for the sample structure

(Appendix B). A comprehensive treatment of the lattice theory and its application in the

sampling of multi-dimensional signals is given by Dubois [14] and also by Wang [71]. A

rectangular lattice with a sample spacing equivalent to 5o in both azimuth and elevation

angles can be used to model the sampling structure used to capture each image, i.e.,

oh
Qf=!-

pw

where r\ represents the lattice, X:f :ll24ph represent sample spacing in picture height

units of the channel taken over 360" (72 samples) and l20o (24 samples) in azimuth and

elevation, respectively. Therefore, an image ar:36l-1120" :72124:3 will be

maintained during the whole analysis. Note that, in order to make the visualization of the

results cleareÍ, the scale of the x and y axis is not the same in the images, given the

impression of having ar:l; however, the labeling forboth axis clearly indicates the 3:1

relationship in ph units. A gray scale was chosen to represent the power at each sample

point in the image, which has a dynamic range or image signal-to-noise ratio (ISNR) of
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40 dB. Each sample point is correlated with the surrounding samples as a consequence of

the receiver antenna aperture. The goal is not only to enhance the image representation of

the measured data sets but to use these samples to generate a new image based on radio

propagation principles and minimize possible errors in the estimation at the same time.
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Figure 4.3. Receiver antenna radiation patterns in the frequency range of 5.10-5.85 GHz
(linear scale).
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IHnnCB RBCONSTRUCTION

The spatial response of the capture sensor is symmetric X : Y : I/24 ph (or

equivalently,5') (Figure 4.4), in terms of the scanning lattice. In this study, the physical

properfy that determines the sensor aperture is determined by the antenna HPBW. The

scanning was performed using a rectangular lattice with X separation between samples.

Since a pair of multipaths cannot be resolved when the difference in their relative AoAs

is smaller than the PSF HPBW, the minimum spatial sample rate is determined by the
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physical antenna aperture. This limitation can be explained by analyzing the PSF

response relative to the sample structure r\. When two sampled MPCs are close in r\,

let's say (x-ln1,y+nz), where 2>lnt,À > l, the complex channel response measured is the

result of the noncoherent addition of MPCs with distinct AoAs attenuated according to

the PSF spatial response. For instance, the measured CIR when the AZELTI platform is

scanned to a particular AoA will be the noncoherent combination of the signal arriving at

(x, y) plus the undesired components at (nt, nz) attenuated according to their position

relative to the center. Furthermore, the immediately adjacent samples, (.r+1,7*l), are

correlated with the previous measurement due to the overlapping of the main beam of the

PSF. In other words, the new samples will contain some of the previous adjacent samples

noncoherently combined with the desired CIR for that AoA or sample point. This

phenomenon is equivalent to an image captured by a charge coupled device (CCD)

sensor with a capture arca larger than the sample structure, e.g., an out-of-focus camera

lens. The equivalent result in both examples is an image blurred by the effects of the

capturing device. The interference problem described here takes into account the

undesired interference of MPCs due to the main beam of the PSF. However, the sidelobes

of the PSF in some cases can also be an additional cause of undesired interference during

the capture process. This is not the case of the antenna selected for this experiment as can

be seen from Figures 3,8 and 3.9. The deconvolution technique presented in Section 4.3.2

provides a method to mitigate the sidelobe and main lobe interference effects in the

measurements.
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Figure 4.4. PSF in the space domain indicating the capturing sensor (receiver antenna) response in
dB with respect to the main beam center (x,y) : (0,0) for Â.

The oversampling undesired effect can be eliminated if, instead of considering a single

image, the samples are de-interleaved into several sublattices with a smaller sampling

density or equivalently with more spaced samples. Then, the problem is reduced to

obtaining information from a set of independent images that each represents a distorted

description of the CIR. Since the main beam response decays to -6 dB for X (Figure 4.4)

and to about -20 dB for 10'(Figure 3.8) or 2Xin terms of the lattice, it is possible to say

that interleaving the image by one sample, the new images would consists of CIR

samples that have very low correlation with their neighbours. Hence, four identical

shifted sublattices of r\ can be defined for the purposes of independent image

reconstruction; each of them represents a partial characterization of the CIR. Another

reason to have 2X (10") channel sample separation is related to the capability to correctly
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identiff the dominant MPCs in the iterative deconvolution process that will be explained

in detail in Section 4.3.2. The sample sublattices in which the image will be decomposed

can be expressed as

and, the shifted versions with respect to the original sampling structure Â,

(lzx
t\, = LAT(V,, = rrtll 

O

L, = LAr(v,, = 
[i'] 

+ LAr (v,)

,il) =*,(lí;l)

Lt = LAr(%) = [;] 
+ LAr(v,)

where Âr-¿ are the sublattices, and the sample spacing for each sublattice is

Z:2X: ll12ph. Hence, the sample density of each sublattice z\1-a, defined as det(t\i-a)

(Appendix B), is l/4th of the sample density of Ä. A comparison between the sublattices

is shown in Figure 4.5.Each image def,rned on the sublattices Al-¿, will be upsampled to a

higher density lattice, f, in order to achieve a 1o sampling rate in azimuth and elevation

angles, or equivalently, a sample spacing of X':11I20 ph (Section 4.3.1). From each of

these upsampled images, the PSF will be deconvolved after identifying the location of the

MPCs in order to mitigate the effects inhoduced by the antenna radiation pattern

(Section 4.3.2). The resultant set of reconsffucted images will be added together to allow

the interaction of interleaved complex samples.
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Figure 4.5. Sublattice sampling structures in which the original image is split indicating the sampling
points that corresponds to z\r¡.

The proposed CIR reconstruction method is summarized in Figure 4.6 where/is the

original image based on the captured data. The blocks labeled z\¡, i: {1,2,3,4),

symbolize the reorganization of the data set into four, nonoverlapped images deftned over

each Ai lattices. The next blocks labeled with J10 represent the upsampling of each

image tenfold on each dimension. The blocks labeled CLEAN symbolize the

deconvolution of the PSF. Finally, the channel response estimate,/"¡, is the result of the

noncoherent addition of the complex set of interleaved, deblurred images. Note that,/is

used as the true CIR elsewhere.

@n' @n, Ø n, @ no
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4.3 .r

Figure 4.6. Block diagram ofthe CIR data set reconstruction.

As described in the previous section, each image in Äi is used to reconstruct a CIR

estimate for each of the 400 images, one per sample frequency. Note that the spatial

frequency response of the resultant data set, which is treated as an image, is unknown at this

point since the image will be the result of the noncoherent combination of four independent

images generated a posteriori. Therefore, for the upsampling process it is assumed that each

image is ideally limited to the low-pass frequency response of the PSF, which is the only

parameter known at this point of the reconstruction. This assumption is important in the

upsampling process to guarantee no aliasing effects in the resultant upsampled image. The

2D discrete Fourier transform for a signal defined on a lattice is defined in Appendix B as

well as the reciprocal lattice for the frequency analysis.

The upsampling process consists of two parts:
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¡ The interleaving of the image defined in each sublattice ¡\r-+ with zeros to new

higher density lattices fl-q in order to obtain a sample density equivalent to 1o

separation per sample; and

. The convolution of the signal on each nonzero sample point with a scaled version

of the PSF in order to spread the energy over the neighbouring sample points of

f 1-a while maintaining the same total power.

As a result of the antenna spatial response, the complex signal detected at every

sample point is the result of the noncoherent combination of MPCs coming from angles

close to the scanning direction. In the upsampling process presented here, the complex

signal, properly weighted by the PSF, is considered coming not from the particular

sample point (.r, y) but as the noncoherent combination of the spread signal coming from

all the neighbouringlattice points in f r-+. In other words, the result of sampling using the

same sensor in the new higher density lattice fr-+ for each interleaved point defined in the

sublattices Âr-+ will be the same as the original collected complex value. The lattice f r-q

can be expressed as

where the sampling raTe X' : Xl5 : 2110. Since the sublattices Ar¿ in which the original

image has been divided have sample raþ of X' : 2X: llI2 ph as defined in (a.3)-(a.6),

the new superlattices have X': lll20 ph sample rate, or in other words, one sample per

degree in q and 0. Figure 4.7 shows the rectangular sampling structure defined for the

final image and Figure 4.8 shows the reciprocal lattice defined in Appendix B for the

(l x ttof : LAT(|) = LATI 
Il.L 0

o ll (fx'
I l= LATI I

x /to)) [L o

0ll
*,))

(4.7)
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spatial frequency

and vertical spatial

analysis, where c/ph denotes cycles per ph and u and

frequencies, respectively.

Figure 4.7. Sampling structure defined on lattice f ¡ where the spatial sampling rate is X' : Zll0.

v are the horizontal

Figure 4.8. Reciprocal lattice defined for lattice Ir-+ indicating the unit cell in terms of X' = Zll0.

In the upsampling process, the complex signal of each non-zero valued sample point

f will be spread into the surrounding sample points defined by the new, high-density
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lattice. This process could lead to aliasing if the PSF contains high spatial frequency

components that overlap the neighbouring unit cells. The Fourier transform of the PSF is

shown in Figure 4.9 indicating the 3 dB culoff frequency with respect to the reciprocal

lattice f* for the u and v, horizontal and vertical spatial frequencies, respectively

(Appendix B). Since the high spatial frequency components are delimited to the unite

cell, which is defrned for a rectangular lattice f as the area in f * limited by (u,v) < ll2x'.

AscanbeseeninFigure 4.g,thePSFactsasalow-passf,rlterwithintheunitcellofthe

higher density reciprocal lattice, therefore there is no danger of aliasing. The PSF

frequency response, indicated l(u,v), and its relative location in the unit cell of f* is

illustrated in Figure 4.10. Note that the frequency distribution pattern is repeated

periodically over all the points in the reciprocal lattice, however, for simplicity, only the

one centered at (u,v): (0,0) is represented.

Figure 4.9. Fourier transform of the PSF at 5.10 GHz on the reciprocal lattice f*.
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The complex value at each nonzero sample point of the superlattices fl-¿ can be

modeled as

Figure 4.10. PSF frequency response.

where/is the original image defined on A, r is the set of vectors (x, y) tbat belong to the

sublattices z\r-+ that are included in the superlattices ll-+. The signal upsampling in the

superlattices is defined by the 2D discrete convolution of the scaled PSF on f as follows

g,=>,flrl
reÂ.,

where "*" represents the 2D convolution, s¡ is the upsampled image, i : {1,2,3, 4} is the

index that corresponds to the image defined on the sublattices L¡q, g¡ is defined in (4.8), r

and k are vectors defined on the sampling strucfure lt-q, h is the PSF and c is the

weighting coefficient to equalize the energy after spreading. Since the intensity of each
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sample is due to the coherent addition of signals according to the PSF spatial response,

the upsampling has to maintain the total power in the new spread area. The PSF scaling

factor c is obtained using

where lhlr]l' is the antenna gain at r in fi (t : 1,2, 3, or 4). Figure 4.lI shows the results

of applying the upsampling tests on the image. Note that an extra sample was included in

the f,rrst and last lines of the image from the measurements in order to minimize border

effects after the convolution with the PSF. These extra samples were eliminated at the

end of the image reconstruction process.

I
L--

Llnt,¡l'
ref,

(4.10)
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4.3.2 DTCOxvOLUTION OF THE PSF IJSTNC THE

CLEAN MerrrOo

Once the four correlated upsampled estimations of the CIR were obtained, the

undesired effects of the PSF were minimized using the CLEAN method. Originally

developed for deblurring astronomical images 1291, the CLEAN algorithm has been used

to ¡educe the effect oferrors introduced by the antenna in the characterization ofchannels

[66]-[68] and radio image processing l2l.

The CLEAN deconvolution method is a recursive procedure that can be summarized

as follows:

1. Calculate the noise threshold of the image. In this particular application, this

can be done by establishing the multipath threshold using the CFA method

165] and estimating the remaining noise level directly from the image.

2. Define the maximum number of iterations K.

3. Find the maximum point rn.u* : (x.*, !,*) inthe power density image, lt,*l'.

4. Match the maximum point with its complex value, ls,o,lexpÇ<Þ), and store its

magnitude, phase and location in the image, (xo, yo).

5. Subtract a shifted version of the PSF from the original image, weighted by the

complex value in the maximum location found in step 3. Create a new image.

r': I Ir[¡, jf - p(t 
^^ )h¡t - *o,i - yo]

i=t j=l
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where p is a coefficient used in each iteration to control the amount of the

complex signal s,u*, weighted by the PSF, that is subtracted from each sample

point (x, y) of the image, M and N are the number of samples in x and y,

respectively , and h is the PSF.

6. Compute the target mass of the new image as

r = ååþ,ti,itl'

7 . If the target mass of the new image, which is the total signal power remaining

after the noncoherent elimination of the maximum multipath, is lower than the

noise threshold estimated in step 1, or the maximum number of iterations K is

reached, then finalize the iteration. Otherwise, repeat the procedure starting

from step 3 using the residual image, s'.

8. Store the residual image R : s'after the last iteration.

9. After arriving at the stop condition, generate a new image (s,a*ù using the

complex values stored at each recursion and padding with zeros. Replace the

original antenna radiation pattern by an ideal PSF (h¡a*ù.The main beam of

the original PSF is used in some cases as the ideal PSF. In other cases, a PSF

with Gaussian spatial response is used due to its low-pass behaviour, avoiding

the possibility of spatial aliasing by introducing high frequency components in

the restored image. Convolve the clean image with the chosen ideal PSF and

add the residual image:

(4.r2)
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where s¡¿"o¡ is the reconstructed signal using the detected complex MPCs for

each corresponding sample point, or equivalently, for each AoA, h¡¿no¡ is the

ideal PSF replacing the antenna radiation pattern and R is the remaining signal

after the successive iterations. Note that the signal measured is given by

sctsru = sid"or * hid"ot + R

where g is the measured signal from the sampling structure 4., / is the

previously detected CIR, ¿ is the PSF, which, in this case is the antenna

radiation pattern, and n is the noise always present in all images. The noise

level is present in the whole deconvolution process and it is reinserted after

identifying each signal component at the end of the recursion in the form of the

residual image.

glx,yl= -flx,yl* hlx,yl+ n

In order to avoid the appearance of high spatial frequencies which would result from

applying a rectangular window to the PSF to extract the main beam, a Gaussian response

ideal PSF was used to replace the antenna response in the reconstruction. The Gaussian

PSF response has the properly of being simultaneously concentrated in space and

frequency [15]. The 2D-Fourier transform of the ideal PSF can be expressed as follows

(4.13)

(4.r4)
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where d(f) is the sample density in the lattice f defined as the determinant of the lattice

matrix representation, which in this case is diag(X/S), c is the DC gain, and r is a constant

parameter used in the design. The space-domain Gaussian PSF can be expressed as

where z is a (xy) vector in f, and r was defined in (a.15). The Gaussian PSF was

designed for the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice f* (Section 4.3.1). The limits for the

unit cell in f * is given by (u,v) < llzx' c/ph and, given that the sampling rate in f is

X': lll20 ph, the unit cell limits are (u, v) < 60 clph. A 3dB cut-off frequency was

chosen in30 clph to be conservative in the design. The result is shown in Figure 4.12 for

frequency response and in Figure 4.13 for the spatial response.

h,o*,lr) = c exp(-lzlz I 2r2 ) (4.16)

Figure 4.12. Frequency response of the Gaussian PSF.

u [c/ph]

30 c/ph
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Figure 4.13. Spatial response of the Gaussian PSF.

The feedback coefficient ¡t can be updated at each iteration in order to control the amount

of signal subtracted from the image. By choosing a constant feedback coeff,rcient, an

excessive proportion of the signal may be subtracted, ending the iterative process too soon,

or, in the other extreme, if an insufficient signal proportion is removed, more recursions will

be required to finish the iterations. An early convergence of the algorithm leads to the

creation of artifacts in the image as a result of the improper cancellation of the strongest

multipath at each recursion. On the other hand, when the signal subtracted at each recursion

step is insufficient, the poor cancellation of MPCs causes the appearance of false maxima

Tug CLEAN FBBpgeCK COEFFICIENT
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that are mistaken for real multipaths at the next recursion, creating artifacts in the image

again.

The target mass calculated for the new image at the end of each iteration can be defined as

follows

where s is the resultant image of the previous recursion or the original image in case of the

first recursion, .rmax is the strength of maximum norm point in the image, (xo, yo) are the

coordinates of the maximum strength value, N and M are the maximum number of samples in

;r and y, respectively and ¡r is the feedback coefficient. Expanding expression (4.17), the

target mass as a function of p can be written as

T (p) =IIþU,,,I - pG 
^^^)hl¡ - 

*0, j - yoll
i=t j=l

NM
T(p) =IIC¡"¡t,7ll' - ttlli, jl"i,", + s[1,7]-s."")åli - xo, j - /ol+

i=l l=l

+ ¡f lsfi, j ll'? lh¡i - x o, ¡ - y oll' + ¡f lsli, j ll' lt4i - x o, ¡ - y ;l' ).

Taking the derivative of (4.18) with respecT to p and equating to zero, the optimal

feedback coefficient expression can be obtained. The updating expression for the feedback

coefficientp is given by

NM

(4.r7)

Fopt =
I I ("t;,,¿lsl,". + s[i, 7 ]- s*^" )lhli - x o, ¡ - y ollt
i=t j =l

z>Zlsli, iJl' ln¡i - r,, i - y oll'

(4.18)
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(c) Image 03 (f3).

Figure 4.14. Resutts of applying the CLEAN method to the images on f r-q.
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4.4 RpcoNSTRUCTION RpSurrS

The CLEAN algorithm was applied to each of the four reconstructed images generated

using the procedure described in Section 4.3 to extract the location and intensity of the

maximum absolute points. After the image splitting and the individual upsampling

(Figure 4.ll), the CLEAN algorithm was applied to each image and the results are shown

in Figure 4.14. The deconvolution process minimized the correlation between images

caused by the PSF and consequently, they could be considered as independent

realizations of the indoor channel results of four, non-overlapped lattices. Finally, the

noncoherent addition of the four complex valued data sets allows the interaction between

multipaths arriving with different AoAs. From the comparison between the original and

the resultant images, Figures a.l5(a) and (b), respectively, it becomes evident the

appearance of structural details in terms of power clusters.

The image processing described was applied to each of the 400 images corresponding to

each sample frequency and the final signal was used to create the image representation of the

indoor CIR as function of azimuth, elevation and delay. Some examples of the image

enhancement that allowed us to improve the accuracy in the channel parameter estimation are

shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.I7 .
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Figure 4.17. Azimuth vs. delay power pattern for 90o elevation and vertical polarization for the
transmitter location A.
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CoNcrusroNs AND ATTSnNATIVE lvtacB
PnocBSSTNG TBcnNreuES

A variation of the CLEAN process, called sequential CLEAN, was also tested. This

deconvolution technique is based on the detection of the K maximum strength points in the

image at each iteration. The CLEAN method is performed in parallel on these K potential

branches, finalizing the process when the first survival branch crosses the noise tkeshold.

The idea is to overcome some limitations in the conventional CLEAN processing that could

lead to errors in the identification of target points. The sequential CLEAN may lead to better

performance in terms of the results but the computational complexity and, consequently, the

processing time, increases exponentially with the number of branches considered. The
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conventional and the sequential CLEAN algorithms were compared for this application, and

it was seen that the conventional CLEAN algorithm with the feedback coefficient upgrading

strategy outperforms the sequential CLEAN. Note that the PSF in this case is relatively good

in terms of distortions in the image. It is left for future study to evaluate the performance of

both deconvolution strategies on data sets obtained with different antenna radiation patterns.

It is also left for future studies to investigate the capabilities of these image reconstruction

techniques to mitigate the effects of the antenna near-field on this type of indoor channel

characterization. Furtherrnore, having an estimation of the PSF variation as function of the

AoA may allow the application of these deconvolution techniques in situations where the

shift-invariance property of the PSF does not hold.
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Jonqr ToA-AoA CuanacrERrzArroN
op lxoooR CuaxxELS

5.1 INrnooucrroN

The ToA characferization of a wireless channel is a fundamental part of the design and

performance determination of high-speed wireless systems. For instance, the search range

of rake receivers can be associated with the mean excess delay of a channel. Furthermore,

the maximum transmission data rate of a channel without equalization can be estimated

using the root mean squared (RMS) delay spread [57], 1771. The delay statisrics are

highly dependent o the indoor environment in terms of the scatterers' distribution around

the receiver and their composition. The receiver antenna radiation pattern is also a factor

to consider in the delay statistics 1421. In our experiment, the received signal was

processed offline to remove the effects of the antenna pattern as discussed in Section

4.3.2, and then the ToA was determined for each AoA. Thus, the mean excess delay and

the RMS delay spread were accurately characterized as a function of the AoA for both
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polarizations and the influence of the scatterers' spatial distribution on the results could

be studied.

The joint AoA-ToA characterization of the channel is studied by means of the

instantaneous power distribution in Section 5.2 for diffe¡ent elevation angles and

polarizations. As it was previously stated, location A can be characterized as a dense

channel while location B is an example of sparse channel for the same sampling temporal

resolution. The results show that horizontally polarized MPCs originate in reflections

from the floors and ceilings surrounding the receiver area l23l.In contrast to the common

assumption that co-polarized MPCs outside the horizontal plane can be neglected [62],

[66]-[68], the angle-selective characterization of the channels shows clusters with

significant power near the vertical elevation angles (0 :40o and 120"). The instantaneous

results for the power distribution as a function of AoA are presented in Sections 5.2.1 and

5.2.2 while the clustering angular spread and distribution for both polarizations is left for

the next chapter. The mean excess delay and RMS delay spread characterizations are

presented in Section 5.3 for different AoAs and polarizations.

5.2 Powpn DrsrruBUTroN FoR Co- AND
Cnoss-PorazuzED MPCs

The joint ToA-AoA power pattern is

depolarization on the maximum excess

important for studying the effects of the signal

delay. The results clearly show the correlation
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between the elevation AoA, the creation of depolarized multipaths and the ToA statistics

of the indoor channel. In this section, the propagation is studied for an omnidirectional

vertically polarized transmitter antenna located in the auditorium (location A) and in an

office (location B), whose locations are indicated in Figure 3.11. The received signal in

the main lobby, whose relative location with respect to the transmitter is indicated in

Figure 3.72, is measured for different AoAs and for both E-field polarizations: vertical

(co-polarized) and horizontal (cross-polarized). The delay resolution used in this

experiment allows the identification of MPCs with relative excess delays as small as 2 ns.

5.2.r

The auditorium is a location prone to the creation of scattered multipath signals in

different directions (Figure 3.13(l)) around the transmifter area. This signal scattering

near the transmitter creates multipath signals coming from diverse elevation angles, some

of them close to the vertical (0 - 30'and -150'). These multipath signals originate the

cross-polarized signals in the receiver area by reflections from the floors and ceilings of

the lobby area (Figure 3.12). However, the multipath signals that arrive at the receiver

from elevation angles outside the horizontal plane (e : 90") were already subject to one

or more reflections from walls and floors and, at least, one transmission through the wall

that separates the auditorium and the lobby (Figure 3.13(5)). Hence, these signals arrive

with much more attenuation than those echoes coming after a smaller number of

interactions with the surrounding environment. The relative importance and AoA of

multipath signals can be illustrated by comparing the received power distribution for

ll0
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0:30' as a function of the azimuth AoA and the delay for cross-polarized signals shown

in Figure 5.1(a) against the co-polarized power distribution shown in Figure 5.1(b). In

these figures q : 0o is the azimuth angle normalized with respect to the virtual LOS

between receiver and hansmitter. In the first case, shown in Figure 5.1(a), alarge number

of power clusters is received coming from -100o < ç < 150o around the receiver, however

their relative power is about 20 dB less than the maximum received power of

co-polarized signals shown in Figure 5.3(b).

The MPC clustering phenomenon in delay vs. azimuth AoA is shown in Figures 5.1-

5.4 for 30o, 60o, 90o, and 120o elevation AoAs, respectively, for both polarizations of

MPCs: horizontal (cross-polarized) and vertical (co-polarized). The location and relative

strength of cross-polarized clusters of MPCs was pointed out in Figure 5.1(a) but it is

important to mention the relative absence of co-polarized power clusters for the same

elevation angle (0 : 30') as shown in Figure 5.1(b). This absence of co-polarized clusters

for the same azimuth AoA indicates that the cross-polarized signals are horizontally

polarized echoes which vertical counterpart was attenuated below the detection threshold.

The co-polarized power clusters become more significant for elevation AoAs closer to

the ho¡izon (e : 90'). Finally, for elevation AoAs below the horizontal plane, the cross-

polarized power clusters are important in comparison with the co-polarized clusters as

shown in Figure 5.4 for 0:720'. For 0 > 125",no power clusters were measured for

either polarization states. It is worth mentioning that cross-polarized signals are present at

all four elevation angles presented here (Figure 5.1(a)-5.4(a)) while the co-polarized

signals arrive only with elevation AoAs around the horizontal plane (Figure 5.2(b) and

Figure 5.3(b)).
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The maximum excess delay (MED) is an indication of the total temporal spread of the

signal or, in other words, the ToA of the last valid MPC normalized with respect to the

first MPC arrival. The maximum duration signals were measured for both polarizations

for azimuth AoAs around the direction of the receiver-transmitter (-50" < <p < 50"). The

results for the MED for location A are shown in Table 5.1. Even though the co-polarized

signals have the maximum duration in the horizontal plane, the cross-polarized signals

present less variation in the MED.
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Elevation AoA

Table 5.1. Maximum excess delay (location A).

300

600

The polarization dependence of the AoA is shown by the azimuth-elevation AoA

power distributions in Figure 5.5-5.7 for 30, 50, and 75 ns delays. One observation is that

MPCs appear in clusters, not only in the azimuth and delay as was reported in earlier

measurements 1421,162),1661, but also in elevation for both polarizations. It is interesting

to note that initially the power distribution for both polarizations presents a large spread

in the elevation AoA. The MPCs that arrive at the receiver site with smaller delays, such

as those represented in Figure 5.5, are the scattered signals that travel the shortest

distance and therefore have the smallest number of interactions with the surrounding

obstacles. For instance, both polarization components are located around e : 0o, which

represents the direction of the transmitter. Thus, the elevation angle spread in the

wavefronts can be explained by first and second order interactions with the environment,

which leads to significantly more power than the later arrivals, i.e., transmission through

walls and transmission plus reflections coming from the floors and ceilings. The more

delayed the multipaths, the more localized are the co-polarized MPCs in the horizontal
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Cross-polarized

90'

Maximum Excess Delay

120"

49 ns

75 ns

87 ns

Co-polarized

60 ns

7ns

50 ns

175 ns

50 ns



plane (Figure 5.6(b) and 5.7(b)) while the cross-polarized components retain the

elevation angle spread for all the excess delay (Figure 5.6(a) and 5.7(a)).
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Figure 5.7. Channel gain as a function of the AoA (location A): 90 ns delay.

5.2.2

The signal propagation when the transmitter is located in the office and the receiver is

in the main lobby (Figure 3.11) differs from that when the transmitter was in the

auditorium (location A) for both polarizations. Figures 5.8-5.i1 compare the MPC

clusters as a function of the azimuth AoAs and MPCs' delay for 30o, 60o, 90o, and l20o

elevation angles. The co- and cross-polanzed MPCs detected in location B are mostly the

depolarized components of the same multipath signals. The same location for cross- and

co-polarized power clusters in azimuth and delay for different elevations shows that both

polarized signals are part of the same depolarized multipath signal. In contrast to what is

observed for location A (Figures 5.5(a)-5.7(a)), the cross-polarized signals appear mainly

for 60o < e < 120" as shown in Figures 5.8(a)-5.11(a). The observed depolarization

phenomenon can be explained by the different propagation processes that dominate for

each transmitter location. Since the different delayed echoes of the transmitted signal

t17
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have to travel along the hallway that connects the transmitter to the receiver location, the

received MPCs are the result of interactions with a different environment. The hallway

walls act loosely as a waveguide that favours the co-polarized components. Hence, the

resultant MPCs that arrive at the receiver aÍea are co-polarized and mostly concentrated

on the horizontal plane since de-polarized multipaths are attenuated long before arriving.

The remaining horizontally polarized components are the result of interactions with

floors, ceilings and other scatterers in the surroundings of the receiver [23].

The MED observed in location B for both polarizations are shown in Table 5.2. The

larger MED observed for co-polarized components in comparison with those observed

for location A can be explained by the indoor topology that favours the propagation of

vertically polarized signals enabling late echoes to be received as valid MPCs.
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Elevation AoA

Table 5.2. Maximum excess delay (location B).

300

600

The azimuth vs. elevation AoA power dishibutions, sho\Mn in Figures 5.12-5.14,

exhibit similar propagation mechanisms to those observed for location A (Figures 5.5-

5.7). The first MPC to arrive shows a larger spread in elevation AoA than the other

multipaths. The cross-polaÅzed MPCs are grouped in clusters with elevation AoAs above

and below the horizontal plane while co-polarized MPCs tend to concentrate in clusters

centered in the horizontal plane for larger excess delays.
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the severity of the multipath propagation. The
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PWMED defined in (2.27) can be used to characteúze the temporal dispersion of MPCs.

Wideband systems performance can be compromised by intersymbol interference (ISI).

The RMS delay spread, sometimes referred to as the power weighted delay spread,

defined in (2.28) can be used as a quality factor to determine the maximum transmission

data rate in a channel without equalization 1771.ln the previous section, the joint AoA-

ToA channel gain results for both polarizations were explained in terms of the distinct

propagation characteristics of each transmitter-receiver indoor location. In this section,

the results for the MPCs' ToA statistics for both transmitter locations and polarizations

are characterized by means of the PWMED and the RMS delay spread. The analysis was

performed for 0:30", 60o, 90o,120", and 150o and -180o < q < 180o.

5.3.1

The mean excess delay is shown in Figure 5.15 for both polarized signals. It was

observed that the PWMED for cross-polarized signals is more uniformly distributed as a

function of the azimuth AoA than that for co-polarized signals which shows a minimum

around e : 0". The same observation can be made for the RMS delay spread estimation

shown in Fìgure 5.16. A high PWMED indicates that the MPCs arrive with relatively

similar power along the total signal excess delay as is shown in Figure 5.17(a) and (b) for

0 : 90o and q : 0o, labeled H1 (cross-polarized) and V1 (co-polarized), respectively. The

channel gain normalized with respect to the maximum signal level for both polarizations

in location A is indicated in Figure 5.19 as a function of ToA for cases Hl and Vl,

respectively. In both examples, the MPCs' levels do not demonstrate the exponential

t23
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decreasing envelope observed for rp: l00o as shown in Figure 5.18(a)-(b) forH2 andYZ,

respectively. For the considered elevation angles, the co-polarized signals are constrained

in clusters with different delays around -50o < e < 50o (Figure 5.1(a)-5.4(a)), which

implies that the values of the PWMED and the RMS delay spread should be restricted to

those azimuth angles. The appearance of isolated clusters for elevation angles outside the

horizontal plane in the case of co-polarized signals could lead to anomalous estimations

of the ToA statistics. This is the case for the PWMED and RMS delay spread for -

150'<tp<-100o and 0:60o in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 that can be tracked to the

low power co-polarized clusters for those AoAs from Figure 5.1 1.
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5.3.2

In the analysis of the observations in Section 5.2.2,it was shown that the co-polarized

signals are limited fundamentally to the clusters around the horizontal plane for this

propagation scenario. Furthermore, it is seen in Figures 5.12(b)-5.14(b) that the co-

polarized MPCs in this location arrive in clusters limited to 60o < 0 < 120o, and from

Figures 5.9(b)-5.11(b), that the main co-polarized clusters are located in -150o < q < 50o.

The first difference with location A (Section 5.3.1) is that the PWMED for cross-

polarized MPCs, as shown in Figure 5.20, is not uniformly distributed in azimuth for

different elevation angles but instead follows the same pattern as the co-polarized MPCs.

This can be explained by the high conelation between co- and cross-polarized MPCs in

this scenario. As itwas shown in Section 5.2.2,inthis case cross-polarizedmultipaths are

mostly the horizontally polarized components of the same depolarized signal. The

maximum PWMED shown in Figure 5.20(a)-(b) for cross- and co-polarized signals,

respectively, are located approximately at q:5o and q: -140o and around 0:90". The

same AoAs can be verified for the maximum RMS delay spread as shown in Figure 5.21.

In order to study these peaks in PWMED and RMS delay spread, the time-domain

channel gain for 0:90" and <p:5"1-140" are indicated in Figure 5.22with H1-H2 and

Vl-V2 for horizontal and vertical polarizations, respectively. As in the previous section,

the channel gain was normalized with respect to the maximum MPCs power for location

B. It can be seen from Figure 5.23 that more than one cluster with similar power appear

consecutively in both polarized signals for q : -140o explaining the high PWMED and
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the RMS delay spread. The same analysis can be made for <p: 5o as seen inFigure 5.24,

where the largest MPCs arrive in clusters separated by tens of ns. Note that in the case of

co-polarized MPCs at q : 5o and 0 :90' (Figure 5.24(b)), the MPC clusters are separated

about 100 ns, which coincide with the estimated PWMED.
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5.4 SuvvaRY oF Resurrs

In this chapter, the joint AoA-ToA power distribution analysis of results was presented

for the both indoor scenarios selected for the study. It was seen that, when the scattered

signals came from angles close to the vertical, the cross-polarized MPCs appear in

clusters distributed homogeneously in elevation for different delays (location A). For

extreme elevation angles (0 close to 30o and l50o), clusters of only cross-polarized MPCs

were observed. In contrast, when the indoor scenario favours the propagation of co-

polarized signals (location B), the scattering in the surroundings of the receiver area

creates cross-polarized signals at similar AoAs to the co-polarized signals. In both

locations, the maximum excess delay occurs at 0 : 90' for both polarizations. The ToA

statistics show that, for location A, the PWMED and RMS delay spread for cross-

polarized signals are uniformly distributed as a function of the azimuth AoA for a given

elevation angle. In contrast, the co-polarized MPCs are more densely spaced near the

horizontal plane (60' < e < 120") and over restricted azimtth angles (-50" < rp < 50'). For

other AoAs, the ToA statistics account for anomalous effects such as isolated co-

polarized clusters that create peaks in the estimated values. The ToA statistics in location

B exhibit alarger correlation in terms of cross- and co-polarized MPCs. The maximums

of the PWMED and RMS delay spread can be explained by the concentrations of MPCs

in clusters with similar maximum power.
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Cnoss-PornRrzATroN
CHanecTERr zryrroN FoR Ixooon
ExvnoNMENTTS

6.1 INrRorucrroN

The polarization characterization of indoor channels is important not only in the

design of polarization diversity systems but also as a means to quantify the losses

incurred by considering only the co-polarized signals in the existing links. The cross-

polarization of an electromagnetic wave is the amount of power that is received

orthogonally polarized with respect to its transmitted polarization due to interactions with

scatterers [9]. In Section 6.2 of this chapter, a comparison between the co- and cross-

polarized power distributions in terms of the AoA is made for the two NLOS scenarios

selected for the experiment.

Previous attempts to characterize the indoor cross-polarization of signals were largely

based on the assumption that depolarized components are uniformly distributed around

the receiver location and are limited to the horizontal plane [1], l9]. In both cases that we
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studied here, significant cross-coupling was measured where multipaths arrive with AoAs

close to the vertical plane (e -30" or 0 -150o). The amount of power due to cross-

polarized multipaths was estimated for a vertically polarized transmitter antenna located

in different indoor environments. In Section 6.3, the advantages of using multi-element

antennas and polarization diversity are studied in terms of the AoA distribution of cross-

polarized components. Furthermore, the importance of the relative transmitter and

receiver locations and the 3-D distribution of the nearest scatterers was also studied as

part of this dissertation and some of the results have been presented in 1241, 1231.

Section 6.4 is dedicated to the study of the receiver signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

attainable after the coherent and noncoherent combining of the co- and cross-polarized

MPCs. The performance comparison was made using the assumption of omnidirectional

reception of vertically and horizontally polarized MPCs. It was estimated thaf a

performance improvement of at least 2 dB in the received SNR could be achieved by

intelligently combining orthogonally polarized signals. Furthermore, it was observed that

when the receiver is unable to resolve multipath components, the coherent combination

of two orthogonally polarized signals provides a consistent advantage over vertically or

horizontally polarized omnidirectional reception. At higher bandwidths, the increased

resolution improves the performance of all techniques however the dual polarization

multipath combining retains its relative advantage over the other techniques.
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6.2 Rrcpwso Powpn DrsrRrBUTroN

6.2.1

The received power distribution when the transmitter is in location A is largely

influenced by the EM waves scattering at the transmitter location which allows

signifìcant power coming from elevation angles outside the horizontal plane (0 : 0').

Figure 6.1 shows the power distribution for both polarizations. These power distribution

plots represent the normalized power distribution with respect to the maximum multipath

power as a function of the AoA. Note that the 0o azimuth reference is normalized to the

direction from the receiver location to the transmitter as shown in Figure 3.11. The

maximum depolarization observed is concentrated on a power cluster below the

horizontal plane located between 90o and 120" in elevation and 0o and 30o in azimuth as

can be visually identified in Figure 6.1(a). There is a spatial overlapping befween the

cross-polarized MPC cluster and the maximum counterpart co-polarized power cluster as

can be seen in Figure 6.1(b). However the power level of the horizontally polarized

clusters is about -12 dB below the co-polarized cluster for the same azimuth AoA around

the horizontal plane, for the low and high elevation angles, the co- and cross-polarized

multipath are equivalent in power. The equivalent level of power for elevation angles

outside the horizontal plane (0 I 90') can be explained by the reflection from floors and

ceilings which create rotations in the E-field of the reflected multipath waves for those

AoAs (Section 2.3).

LocerroN A
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At least ten distinguishable power clusters are identified in the horizontal plane with

similar angular spread in azimuth, about l0o, as shown in Figure 6.1(b). The two clusters

with the largest power are almost symmetrically located around 0o in azimuth. The

maximum power co-polarized signal arrives from a single reflection from the wall in

front of the auditorium exit as illustrated in Figure 3.13(2), which explains its large

intensity. The second largest power cluster is due to direct transmission through the wall,

which is partially blocked by a metallic plaque in that azimuth direction as can be

appreciated in Figure 3.13(5). The third largest intensity cluster of co-polarized MPCs is

located at -120" in azimuth and it can be attributed to reflections from the elevator

metallic doors as seen in Figure 3.13(4). Reflection from the closed doors located at the

south-east end of the lobby, as shown in Figure 3.13(6), creates the power cluster located

at 180o. The co-polarized clusters located above and below the horizontal plane in Figure

6.1(b) can be associated with the vertical component of the E-field of reflected waves,

which are consequently correlated with the horizontal components in Figure 6.1(a) for the

same AoA. Notice that vertically polarized multipath clusters around the horizontal plane

are present between 15o and 20" in elevation AoA spread (40). The largest A0 belongs to

the maximum power clusters located around e: 0'.

Figure 6.2 shows the quantitative received power dishibution for cross- and co-

polarized MPCs in the azimuth AoA for different elevation angles. The AoA for co-

polarized components shown in Figures 6.1(b) and 6.2(b) validate the assumption that

vertically polarized signals are concentrated mostly on the horizontal plane [], [62],

[66]. However, horizontally polarized MPCs have larger Ae, i.e., they aÍe not

concentrated on the horizontal plane.
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6.2.2

The depolarization of MPCs when the transmitter is in location B exhibits even more

elevation angular spread than in location A as shown in Figures 6.3(a) and 6.4(a). In

some cases, the cross-polarized power surpasses the co-polarized power such as for the

multipath clusters located at -110'in azimuth and 110"-120o in elevation. Two clusters

located at 100' in azimuth and 100' and 120o in elevation, respectively, are originated by

reflections from a metallic plaque behind the back wall shown in Figure 3.13(6). While

the first the cluster at 100' elevation can be associated with MPCs with vertical and

horizontal polarized components as shown in Figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b), the cluster at

about 1 20' elevation contains predominately cross-polarized MPCs.

The co-polarizedMPCs distribution for this transmitter location is similar to those of

location A as shown in Figures 6.3(b) and 6.4(b). In this case, eleven clearly

differentiable power clusters are located in the horizontal plane. The angular elevation

spread of these clusters varies from 10o spread in elevation to25" for those clusters with

maximum co-polarized power. As in location A, the fwo vertically polarized clusters with

maximum power are approximately symmetrically located with respect to the direction of

the transmitter. Another two clusters with significant power are located around -120' in

azimuth which can be associated with reflection from the back wall as seen in Figure

3.13(6). Comparing the relative AoAs of vertically and horizontally polarized MPCs in

Figures 6.a@) and 6.4(b), respectively, it is possible to infer that depolarization can be

associated mostly to signals with high and low elevation AoAs.

LocarroN B
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6.3 Cnoss-PoraruzATloN DlsrnrBUTIoN AS A

FUNcTION OP AOA

Each of the individual channel MPCs was extracted from the acquired CIR using the

false alarm rate criterion as it was defined in Section 2.5. The large BW used in the

experiment reduced the number of irresolvable MPCs that may be combined in each time

bin causing channel fading. In order to simplify the analysis, the CIR def,rned in Section

2.4 can be written as a function of each discrete AoA as follows

where d is the Dirac's delta function, the index l, such that i: {V,.ÉI}, is used to denote

vertical or horizont al polarization, respectively, a¡(n,m,k) is the complex amplitude of the

k't'-multipath, N, M, and K are the total number of resolution bins in azimuth, elevation

and delay, respectively, en aîd,0, specify the discrete look angles, andr¡ is the /r'time

sample of the multipath signal.

The total received coherent power as a function of AoA for both polarizations can be

estimated using the CIR defined in (6.l) as follows

h,(rp,0,r) =ZZL",(n,m,k)6(rp- q,)õ(0 - 0,,)6(t -rr)
n=l n=l k=\

The total coherent power as a function of each AoA is defined as

1' (,p,, 0,,) = Llh (e,, 0,,, r o)l'

(6.1)
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and

MK
7'kp) =Z}ln,(,p,,0,,,,r01' (6.3)

n=l k=l

The total noncoherent power as a function of the elevation and azimuth is defined as

1' (0,,,) = zzln, kp,, 0 
^, 

r ol'
n=1 k=l

1" kp,,) = fli r, ø., r,,,,, orl'

The distinction between the total coherent and noncoherent power is made here to

compare the performance achievable by multi-antenna systems (MIMO) vs. single

antennas in p olarization-b as ed c ommunication systems.

The XPOL as a function of AoA can be defined as

XPOL(rp,,,0,,) =W4 rc.l)Pi (ç,,0,,,)

where Pf and Pf were defined in(6.2).Inordertostudythedepolarizationinazimuth

and elevation using coherent and noncoherent power addition, the ratios

1*, (0,,,) = flL r, ø,, r,,,,, orl'

(6.4)

(6.s)

(6.6)

XpoL(ro\ - PL(ç)
Pi(ç)
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and

were used, where Pi, and P,) were defined in (6.3) and (6.4) for coherent power addition

(i: C) and in (6.5) and (6.6) for noncoherent power addition (t : ¡/C).

6.3 .r

The large number of scatterers in the transmitter location A creates reflections from

ceiling and floors, increasing polarization decoupling for high and low elevation AoAs.

As was explained in Section 5.2.7, the scatterers surrounding the transmitter at the

auditorium (Figure 3.13(l)) originate multipath signals with diverse angles-of-deparfure.

These scattered signals arrive at the receiver neighbourhood (Figure 3.72) after more than

one reflection from the walls and ceilings and at least one transmission through the wall

that divides the auditorium and the CRC main lobby (Figure 3.13(5)). Hence, these

signals arrive much more attenuated than those echoes coming after a smaller number of

interactions with the surrounding environment such as those originated in a single

reflection in the wall outside the auditorium exit door (Figure 3.13(2)). The maximum

XPOL coupling was created by the contribution of oblique reflected MPCs coming from

the floor at low angle as shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 for elevation angles above

and below the horizontal plane. Less decoupling is observed in the horizontal plane as

can be seen in Figure 6.6 for 0 : 90' with a A0 : 20o. This effect can be expected
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considering that reflections from walls, and even transmission through dielectric material

commonly present in indoors, favours the propagation of co-polarized waves. On the

other hand, the formation of cross-polarized signals occrrrs after a number of interactions

with the indoor environment and therefore they arrive largely attenuated.
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6.3.2

Location B is an example of a sparse channel where the MPC interarrival times are

larger than the binwidth. The topology of location B is comparable to a dielechic canyon

which acts as a lossy waveguide favouring the propagation of vertically polarized

components. Horizontally polarized multipaths caused by interactions in the transmitter

surroundings arrive highly attenuated at the receiver. Therefore, the XPOL measured can

be attributed to the decoupling of vertical components arriving in the receiver area from

the horizontal plane after one or more interactions with the walls. The maximum

depolarization was symmetrically located in two clusters above and below the horizontal

plane around q: 120'as shown in Figure 6.7 andXPOL has a maximum for 0: 120o as

can be seen in Figure 6.8. Oblique reflections from two metal panels perpendicularly

oriented with respect to the wall explain the maximum XPOL concentration observed for

that elevation angle. The cross-polaúzed distribution displays a distinctive pattern in both

locations which can be appreciated when comparing the results shown in Figure 6.5

against those in Figure 6.7. Note that the maximum XPOL does not necessarily imply

stronger horizontally polarized MPCs but, rather, may indicate the presence of weaker or

the complete absence of vertically polarized MPCs. Furthermore, analyzing the power

distribution of horizontally polarized multipaths, strong clusters of cross-polarized MPCs

are found located closer, or even into, the region of minimum decoupling (0 : 90").

LocenoN B
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6.4 CoupaRrsoN op Cnoss-PoLAzuzATroN
RBsurTS FoR BorH LOCaUONS

The amount of decoupling as a function of azimuth and elevation AoAs for both

locations was estimated using the cumulative received power defined in (6.8) and (6.9),

respectively. In both cases, the maximum decoupling occurs for MPCs coming from the

ceiling and floors (e < 40' and 0 > 100') and the minimum depolarization is observed

within +10" of the horizontal plane. The results of the noncoherent combination of MPCs

are shown in Figure 6.9 while the coherent combination results are shown in Figure 6.10.

Notice that similar decoupling is observed for signals in location A for coherent and

noncoherent multipath combination. In contrast, decoupling is highly reduced in those

MPCs in location B with sharp elevation angles for the noncoherent case which shows

the limitation in the potential use of those decoupled MPCs by a narrow band system.

Tables 6.I and 6.2 show the quantitative results for the total XPOL estimated for each

location. The percentage of the total power received from horizontally polarized MPCs is

larger in location A than in location B for coherent and noncoherent MPC addition. For

location A, the coherent addition of multipaths enhancestheXPOL about 1.4 dB, while

the opposite effect is observed for location B with -1.6 dB XPOL variation.
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A strong dependency of the cross-polarization of multipath components on the

elevation AoA was observed for both transmitter locations. While co-polarized

multipaths are confined exclusively to the region around the horizontal plane, cross-

polarized MPCs can have sharp AoAs. Although the co-polarized MPCs are dominant in

the horizontal plane for both locations, the cross-polarized components are uniformly

distributed around the receiver for elevation AoAs close to the vertical as is seen in

Figures 6.5-6.8. In rich scattering environments, MPCs are expected to arrive at the

receiver location after one or more interactions with the surroundings. Furthermore, if

these MPCs have elevation AoAs outside the horizontal plane, the probability that they

have experienced reflections from the floor and ceiling is higher and so is the creation of

cross-polarized MPCs. A vertically polarized wave will ar¡ive at the receiver location co-

polarized and confined mostly to the horizontal plane due to the waveguide effect of

walls: this is the case in location B. Therefore, the probability of having cross-polarized

components from scattering in the receiver surroundings is less than that of MPCs

arriving after being subject to first or second order scattering and coming from above and

below the horizontal plane, as in location A. Furthermore, the noncoherent addition of

cross-polarized MPCs results in the destructive combination of these multipaths for

location B as is evident in the XPOL as a function of the elevation AoA in Figure 6.9.

This validates the assumption that fo¡ the particular propagation scenario of location B,

cross-polarized components are created around the receiveÍ aÍea [54]. Consequently,

scatterers located in the neighbourhood of the receiver location play an important role in

terms of the creation of depolarized MPCs in a propagation scenario such as location B.

In contrast, in location A, the noncoherent combination of MPCs does not destroy the
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horizontally polarized signals for high and low elevation AoAs as is shown in Figure 6.9.

The noncoherent combination of co- and cross-polarized signals maintains the same

XPOL as the noncoherent combination for around the horizontal plane (80'< e < l00o),

but favours depolarization for high and low elevation AoA as seen in Figure 6.10. A

strategy to boost the capacity of a MIMO system might be to increase the total received

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by collecting the otherwise wasted power due to cross-

polarized MPCs l2al.

Table 6.1. Noncoherent combination of MPCs.

Location

A

Rx Power

-16.1dBm

-19.2 dBm

Locatioir

Co-polarized

A

81.2%

Table 6.2. Coherent combination of MPCs.

Rx Power

87.2%

-10.1 dBm

Cross-polarized

-15.2 dBm

Co-polarized

18J %

12.7 %

73.8 %

XPOL

91.1%

-7.2 dB

Cross-polarized

-8.9 dB

26.1%

8.8 %

XPOL

-5.8 dB

-10.5 dB
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6.5 Cnoss-PoraruzATroN nq INooon
E¡TwnoNMENTS AND THE RpcBTvBo SNR
PpnronuANCE

The distinct characteristics of co- and cross-polarized MPCs for indoor the two NLOS

environments under study have been presented in Section 6.4.lnthis section, the received

SNRs for coherent and noncoherent combining of the co- and cross-polarized multipath

components are compared with those obtained for omnidirectional reception using

vertically vs. horizontally polarized antennas. The channel measurement results for the

transmitter in location B will be used in this study as seen in Figure 6.1 1.

In the previous section, it was concluded that the cross-polarized MPCs in indoor

environments are mostly originated from the interaction of the transmitted signal with

scatterers located in the proximity of the receiver. These cross-polarized multipaths are

important not only for polarization diversity systems but also for their potential to boost

the received power when a signal is transmitted with a single linear polarization.

Polarization diversity systems generally exploit the EM wave polarization to multiplex

data streams into separate channels 146]. When using this approach, cross-polarization

degrades the performance by increasing the correlation between these channels [69]. On

the other hand, in linear single polarization links, cross-polarized signals are normally

ignored as negligible in comparison with the co-polarized received power. Based on the

indoor channel data collected in both polarizafions, the performance of vertically,

horizontally and dual polarized, omnidirectional receptions were compared. For the case
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of dual polarized reception, both coherent and noncoherent MPC combinations were

considered. In many other studies, the indoor channel parameters were obtained using

omnidirectional electric or magnetic dipoles [1] or, in some cases, ray-tracing simulations

which include dipole-type omnidirectional radiation patterns [9]. The measurement

system and signal processing technique provide channel characterizations that are

independent of the radiation pattern, in addition to providing both magnitude and phase

information for each AoA and delay sample. This information is necessary for the

investigation of the influence of the spatial and temporal resolution of the receiver on the

system performance. In the following analysis, the term equal gain reception refers to the

ideal, direction independent and linearly polarized RF reception, without trying to

simulate any real anten¡a. The case of dual polarized antennas with RF combining was

simulated using noncoherent addition of the vertically and horizontally polarized signals

arriving from every AoA, while coherent addition was used to evaluate the impact of

smart baseband combining. For each case, the total power was calculated by adding the

multipath signal coherently in the time domain for the maximum BW, which is

equivalent to the maximum multipath delay resolution or the minimum time-binwidth.

The channel CIR for horizontally and vertically polarized signals given in (6.1) can be

written as discrete functions as

where fl : 7,

respectively,

..., Nr, m

are N, :

h,ln, m, kl = h, (g,, 0,,,,r ¡),

: 1, ..., Ne, k: l, ..., Nr,

360, Ne:150, l/. : 400 .

i: {v, H} (6.10)

the total number of samples in ç, 0, r,

The equal gain reception of received
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signal was calculated as the noncoherent combination of multipaths arriving from every

discrete AoA as follows

The equal gain reception of vertically and horizontally polarized power as a function

of the time-bin duration Â was calculated as

360 t50

s,ffr]= \lh,ln,m,kl,
n=l nt=l

where A is the time-binwidth in number of channel samples, i/, is the total number of

time-bins for the maximum resolution, in this case iy'. : 400. The equal gain, dual

polarized multipath combination as a function of the time binwidth is defined as

4'[n] =

i: {V, H}.

(rv. i 
^)-tl^(/+l) 12I I I',tfrll ,

t=t lr=at*r I

i: {v, H} .

(6.1 1)

Pc¡Â1=

The coherent combination of vertical and horizontal received signal is represented by

(6.13) while the noncoherent combination is represented by (6.14).

' ï.' f,l ï',,w]l' . li]" rorl''ì
t=t [lr=ar*r I lr=r I )

4"t[a]=
(N/^)+ll^(/+t) 12

I I l",tÈl+s,,1Æll/=l l,t=¿r*t I

(6.r2)

(6.13)

(6.14)
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Figure 6.11. Transmitter location chosen for the SNR vs. time bin characterization.

The relationship between the receiver performance and its time resolution is shown in

Figure 6.12. While the coherent combination of orthogonally polarized signals maintains

its advantage for decreasing temporal resolution, the noncoherent combination exhibits

fluctuations in the SNR performance. The points marked as A-C in Figure 6.12 coincide

with the clusters anival delays seen in Figure 6.13. For these delays, cross-polarized and

co-polarized MPCs are combined destructively in the same time bin, degrading the

performance. In contrast, the coherent combination of both orthogonally polarized signals

avoids this destructive effect for the same delays and outperforms the other techniques.

However, when the MPC addition in some time-bins leads to vertical and horizontal

signals close in phase, the noncoherent addition of the resultant orthogonally polarized

components can be higher than the coherent combination of both signals. This occurs for

instance, when the time-binwidth is 50 ns,70 ns, 100 ns, and 180 ns, (e.g. case E in
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Figure 6.12), then the noncoherent addition of orthogonally polarized MPCs ouþerforms

the coherent combination.

The received SNR performance for low multipath resolution (Figure 6.12), or

equivalently, low channel BW, exhibits a larger difference between the equal gain

reception of both singularly polanzed components, favouring the co-polarized MPCs.

Larger time-binwidth (low temporal resolution) results in the noncoherent combination of

a larger number of cross-polarized MPCs, leading to the mutual cancellation of

multipaths. This effect is explained by cross-polaized MPCs, which after being created

by scattering around the receiver area (Figures 5.1 and 5.3), have random phases and

exponentially decaying magnitudes between each power cluster, whose maximum MPC

power are comparable within clusters in some cases as can be seen in the example given

in Figure 5.24. The dual noncoherent combination of both vertical and horizontal signals

causes the SNR performance to decrease even fuither for time-binwidths larger than

230 ns, which is the duration of the multipath signal. This can be attributed to the

destructive effect of the orthogonally polarized noncoherent addition. The dual coherent

combination is the best combination strategy for low multipath resolution.

For high channel BW, the noise power increases making the SNR worse despite the

increase in received power. Figure 6.14 shows the high temporal resolution performance

in terms of the received SNR. Note that for small time-binwidth, the equal gain reception

of vertically and horizontally polarized MPCs leads to similar performance. This effect

can be explained by the spatial power distribution for both polarizations. Even though the

individual cross-polarized MPCs are 10 dB below the maximum co-polarized MPCs,

their AoAs are more spread in azimuth and, particularly, in elevation. Therefore, for high
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time resolution, fewer MPCs are destructively combined in each time-bin, leading to a

higher signal level than in the case of low resolution where this destructive effect cannot

be avoided. Furthermore, the higher the resolution, the closer the performance achieved

for dual coherent and noncoherent signal combination, providing a constant 2 dB gain in

comparison with the equal gain reception of the co- or cross-polarized signals.

õ' 20
p.
É.zØ15

Figure 6.12. Received SNR vs. time-binwidth.
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Figure 6.13. Receiver power clusters, vertical polarization (location B).
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Figure 6.14. SNR vs. time-binwidth for high temporal resolution.
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Table 6.3. Total coherent multipath power.

Combining technique

Vertical

Horizontal

Dual (noncoherent)

Dual (coherent)

Received power [dBm]

o
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o
o
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Figure 6.15. Clusters for co- and cross-polarized reception for the transmitter in location B.

(a) Vertical (co-polarized).

500
almutì[deg]

The total power distribution as a result of the coherent addition of MPCs for both

polarizations is shown in Figure 6.3 for this transmitter location. Note that, while

vertically polarized MPCs are distributed in the proximity of the horizontal plane,

cross-polarized components appear in clusters that are more uniformly distributed with

respect to the elevation AoA as is shown in Figure 6.15. After combining the information
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ó
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(b) Horizontal (cross-polarized).
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obtained from Figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b), the XPOL as a function of the elevation and

azimuth AoAs was determined (Figure 6.7). The higher XPOL can be associated with

multipaths coming from above and below the horizontal plane. This does not necessarily

imply the presence of horizontally polarized MPCs with significant strength coming from

elevation AoAs above and below 0 : 90o but the relative absence of co-polarized MPCs

for those AoAs, which is consistent with the observations presented in Section 6.2.

6.6 SuvruaRy oF Rpsurrs AND CoNcrusroNs

The performance attainable for different approaches to combine polarized MPCs was

presented in this chapter. The coherent combination of MPCs from the equal gain

reception of co-polarized and cross-polarized signals increased the received SNR for a

NLOS indoor environment. This improvement was possible due to the significant amount

of signal power that is decoupled into orthogonally polarized MPCs [23]. The coherent

combination of two polarized signals exhibits better performance than the single

polarization combination in most cases. The creation of cross-polarized signals around

the receiver area with randomly distributed phases and comparable magnitudes

contributes to the cancellation of MPCs when added noncoherently for large time-

binwidths. The result is a performance advantage for the equal gain reception of co-

polarized components over the cross-polarized and dual noncoherent polar combination
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for low BW. However, the coherent combination of equal gain reception of co- and cross-

polarized components still provides a performance advantage which has to be

counterbalanced by the increased complexity of the antenna system.

Clusters of significant power arriving from diverse AoAs at different delays for each

polarization were observed in both locations. These clusters of MPCs are added

destructively reducing the significance of the noncoherent polar combination.

Furthermore, it was estimated that the total power of vertically polarized signals with

equal gain reception for large bin-widths is reduced considerably, again because of the

destructive addition of MPCs arriving simultaneously from distinctive AoAs. It is

possible to eliminate this destructive effect, taking advantage of the rich scattering indoor

environment, by combining multi-beam antenna systems and polarization diversity at the

same time.

In addition, a strong dependency of the cross-polarization of multipath components on

the elevation AoA was found. While vertically polarized signals are confined exclusively

to the region around the horizontal plane, cross-polarized signals are more spread in their

elevation AoA. The latter can be explained by reflections f¡om floors and ceilings in the

surroundings of the receiver. It can be concluded that the spatial distribution of the

scatterers in the proximity of the receiver is a decisive factor in the creation of decoupled

MPCs.
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CoxcLUSroNS

This dissertation presented the results of a measurement campaign designed to

characterize the wireless channel for distinctive indoor scenarios to study the space-time-

polarization diversity. Using a channel sounding platform designed for this purpose, the

results were presented in terms of the AoA power distribution, the joint AoA-ToA power

distribution and the delay statistics as functions of the AoA for co- and cross-polarized

received signals. In addition, the depolarization of MPCs in the two indoor scenarios was

studied in terms of the AoA and ToA. In this concluding chapter, the most important

results for the space-time-polarization charactenzation and possible directions for future

research work will be summarized.
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7.r RgcoNSTRUCTToN oF THE CHaNNpr
RpspoNss

Using the high resolution method proposed in Chapter 4, the spatial and temporal

response of the indoor channel was reconstructed for both polarizations. To control the

number of iterations on each recursion a modification of the CLEAN process was

proposed. Using this innovation, the total energy subtracted from the signal was

adaptively minimized, diminishing the possibility of false identification of MPCs. The

antenna radiation patterns and the cross-polarization rejection, which were properly

characterized for the frequency band used in this experiment, are particularly good for

this type of sequential channel sounding. However, this technique of signal interpolation

and deconvolution can be used even in cases where the antenna SLL is high enough to

introduce considerable interference from distinctive AoAs. If the radiation patterns

change with the scanning angle, such as the cases of using beamforming to scan to

different AoA, this method can be used to detect the dominant MPC's AoA providing the

radiation pattern is sufficiently well charucterized. A variation of the CLEAN algorithm

called sequential CLEAN was also evaluated, but it was found that the modified CLEAN

ouþerforms this alternative algorithm for this application,

It is left for future work to test this technique for other directive antennas and arrays in

cases where the scaruting angle independency of the antenna response does not hold and

when the cross-polarization rejection response needs to be compensated. The capabilities
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of this technique to mitigate the antenna near-fîeld distortive effects on the indoor

channel characterizafion are another aspect that needs to be studied in more detail,

7.2 JOTNT AoA-ToA PowER DISTRIBUTIoN

The joint azimuth-elevation AoA power distribution as a function of the delay exhibits

similar patterns in both indoor scenarios. It was seen that the first waves to arrive are

grouped in clusters of power on and outside the horizontal plane for both polarizations

justifying the assumption that the predominant cause of depolarization is the reflection

from floors and ceilings of MPCs arriving from the shortest path (shortest excess delay).

However, the co-polarized MPCs tend to be concentrated in the clusters located on

horizontal plane for longer excess delays while depolarized signals are more wide spread

in elevation AoA. The co-polarized signals arriving in the horizontal plane (0:90o,

q € [0o,360")) exhibit maximum signal excess delays in both locations (175 ns and

225 ns for locations A and B, respectively). The cross-polarized signals, in contrast,

exhibit maximum excess delays of about half of those of co-polarized for the same AoA

(87ns and 110ns, for locations A and B, respectively). The signals with maximum

excess delays are those that had mo¡e interactions with the environment. Hence, co-

polarized signals are more likely to arrive at the receiver area with larger excess delays

than cross-polarized signals. This result may be explained by walls acting as lossy

waveguides favouring the co-polarized signal propagation. Cross-polarized. signals
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originated in the transmitter area have less power and they are attenuated beyond

detection before arriving at the receiver. Therefore, the measured cross-polanzation

phenomena take place in the receiver neighbourhood as a result of depolarization of

co-polarized signals which are more likely to ar¡ive at the receiver neighbourhood with

enough power to be detected.

The ToA statistics estimated for the transmitter at location A (auditorium) show that

cross-polarized signals exhibit uniform properties in terms of PWMED and RMS delay

spread as a function of the azimuth AoA for a given elevation angle. The median value

for both PWMED and RMS delay spread are 20 ns for cross-polarized MPCs. In contrast,

the co-polarized MPCs are more densely concentrated near the horizontal plane

(60'< e < 120") and over restricted azimtth angles (-50'< q < 50"). The median value

for the PMWED is 25 ns while the median RMS delay spread is 30 ns for co-polarized

signals when the transmitter is in location A. For the transmitler at location B (office), the

ToA statistics show maximum peaks located on the horizontal plane in both polarization

cases. For other AoAs, the ToA statistics account for anomalous effects such as isolated

co-polarized clusters that create peaks in the estimated values. Similar behaviour in term

of ToA statistics for both polarized MPCs is seen when the transmitter is at location B.

The maxima of the delay statistics can be explained by the concentrations of MPCs in

clusters with similar maximum power.
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t.J Powpn DrsrzuBUTroN vs. AoA aNp
DBpoTAzuZATIoN TN lNnoon CUaNNELS

The analysis of the results from both locations shows that the co-polarized MPCs

appear in clusters of power around the horizontal plane with an elevation spread of -20"

in both locations. Clusters of co-polarized MPCs outside the horizontal plane (e:90')

were found in both transmitter locations even though the propagation scenarios are quite

different. The azimuth AoA of power clusters suggests a uniform distribution within

[0', 360'). In contrast, the cross-polarized MPCs clusters have larger elevation spread

and are not restricted to the horizontal plane as is the case of co-polarized MPCs. Even

though the cross-polarized signals are stronger in the neighbourhood of the horizontal

plane, they were also found outside these elevation AoAs.

As a result of the equal gain reception of MPCs, the resultanT co-polarized signal level

was reduced significantly due to destructive noncoherent addition. In contrast, the

opposite effect was observed for cross-polarized MPCs which were enhanced after the

noncoherent combination. This could be explained by a higher phase correlation of

cross-polarized components arriving from different AoAs.
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7.4 ON rne UsB op Cnoss-PorARrzED Slcxars
ro IntpRovE lNooon RpcBpuoN
PEn¡onvANCE

One possible strategy to boost the capacity in indoor channels consists of intelligent

combining of co- and cross- polarized signals and antenna beamforming techniques. The

power clusters for both polarizalions and their relative angular spreads suggest that, for

co-polarized reception, a multi-beam system can be implemented to sectorize the

reception around the horizontal plane. Using this strategy, the spatial correlation of

co-polarized clusters that appears around ç:90" can be used to maximize the signal

reception. The same strategy can be implemented for cross-polanzed components but this

time favouring a wider elevation AoA. The coherent combination of both polar signals,

when the BW is large enough to make the use of cross-polarized MPCs attractive, can be

used to improve the performance.
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Communications Research Centre (CRC) in Ottawa. The receiver patch antenna radiation

patterns characterization for both, far and near fields was provided by Dr. A. Petosa and

S. Raut from the same group. The control system for the AZELTI platform was

developed by C. Squires from the Terrestrial Wireless Systems branch (CRC) who also

helped in the acquisition of material and building of the sounder platform, in addition to

providing technical support during the measurement trials.

The most important contributions of the thesis can be summarized as:

. The main idea of the project, which is the characterization of the indoor

wireless channel in terms of AoA, ToA and polarization to collect enough

information to support improvements of existents and new channels models for

indoor propagation;

The design, evaluation, test, and calib¡ation of the indoor channel sounder, as

well as the selection of the in indoor locations to provide different propagation

scenarios for the experiment;

The modification of the CLEAN deconvolution algorithm to control the

number of iterations of each recursion by adaptively modifuing the amount of

energy subtracted from the original signal after each cycle;

The identification of the main power cluster angular distributions and spread

for co- and cross-polarized components in terms of the propagation processes

that take place for each location;
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¡ The identification of the main processes involved in the creation of depolarized

MPCs in indoor environments, such as the relative distribution of scatterers

surrounding transmitter and receiver and their EM properties;

o The analysis of the total cross-polaization as a function of the AoA;

r The measurement of the excess delay spread and RMS delay spread in azimuth

and elevation for co- and cross-polarized signals, and the resulting degradation

in performance by the presence of the spatio-temporal clusters of Mpcs;

. The estimation of the receiver SNR performance as a function

bandwidth, or equivalently, the delay resolution, from the equal

ofsignals ofco-, cross- and dual polarization reception;

. The proposal of an alternative method of coherent combining

polanzation diversity that could lead to significant performance

for linearly polarized transmitted signals in indoor channels.

The development of innovative sounding and post-processing techniques for the

characterization of indoor channels with high resolution in terms of AoA, ToA, and

polarization provided a tool for studying of the interrelation between propagation physics

and space-time-polarization diversity. The results of this project may potentially have a

tremendous impact on proposal and verifications of indoor channel models.

This research work has been presented partially in the Canadian Conference

Electrical and computer Engineering 123) (ccECE06), ottawa, May 2006, and

ANTEMruRSI [24], Montreal, July 2006.
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4.3 RennuoN ParrERN (5.15 GHz)
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4.4 Rapmrrox PRTTERN (5.20 GHz)
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4.5 ReomrroN ParrERN (5.25 GHz)
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4.6 Raonrrox ParrERNr (5.25 GHz)
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ApppxDrx B: LerrICE THeonv

The lattice is the mathematical abstraction of a grid used to represent a sampling

structure for 2D signals. The grid structure used in this dissertation is a particular case of

lattice known as rectangular grid, but any regular distribution of sample points in 2D

space can be a lattice as long as it can be specified by a set of integer vectors. In this

Appendix, the fundamental definitions and properties used within this dissertation will be

presented. A thorough review of the sampling theory of multidimensional signals on

lattices can be found in Dubois' paper [4]; an excellent review of lattice theory with

applications can also be found in [15] and [71], The definitions presented in this

Appendix and the uses of notation are based on [71].

Definition B.l : A lattice z\, in the real K-D space, RK, is the set of all possible vectors that

can be represented as integer-weighted linear combinations of K linearly independent

basis vectors, v¿ € RK, k : {l ,2,. ..,K} . That is,

where Z represents the space of integer numbers

also called the sampling matrix, is defined as

V : {vr,vr,...,r x}

(x
A=lx€R^ lr=ln¿o

I t=r
.z\

in this context. The generating matrix,
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In this context, the lattice def,rned by the generating matrix V is noted as

L= LAr(v)

For a given generating matrix, any point in the lattice can be represented as a linear

combination of the integer coefficients, n¡,, keK. Hence, any sample point can be

represented by an integer vector n : 1n1,n2,..., nxlr e Z. The position of any point in the

lattice is

Theorem B.l: Given a lattice À, one can frnd a unit cell U(4t) so that its translation to all

points covers the entire AK space with non-overlapping replicas, i.e.

x-Vn

where U + x : {p + x I pe U}, and (U + x)o(U + y)= ë, x + y. The basis vectors that

define the generating matrix are not unique, hence, there is more than one unit cell U(t\).

Definition 8.2: The polygon enclosed by the vectors corresponding to the basis vectors of

the lattice r\ is defined by

U(u * x)= R*
xeÂ

(8.3)

The translation of the fundamental polygon to all lattice points forms a partition of -RK,

and by (8.5), the fundamental polygon is a unit cell of r\.

(8.4)

P(^)= {*.nr lx=l,aov,,V0So* <l}t?j

(B.s)
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Definition 8.3: The Voronoi cell of a lattice is the set of points which are closer to the

origin than any other points in the lattice, i.e.

As well as the unit polygon, the Voronoi unit cell defines a partition of ,RK, therefore, it is

a unit cell U(L).

Definition B.4: The volume of the unit cell is unique although there is more than one

possible unit cells, and its reciprocal represents the sample density of Â, i.e.

A(^) = {r . R* ld(x,0) < d(*, p),Vp e A,l

where det symbolizes the determinate of the generating matrix V.

Definition 8.5: Given a lattice with generating matrix V, its reciprocal lattice A* is

defined as a lattice with a generating matrix

d(L) =
det(V)

The inner product between points from a lattice and its reciprocal lattice is an integer. If x

= Vm e r\ and y: (Jn e z\*, then x'y: m'l4(Jn: mrn eZby (B.9). Therefore, the basis

vectors of r\ and A* are orthogonal.

Definition 8.6: Given a continuous signal s"(.r), x e RK, a sampled signal over a lattice z\

is defined as

(8.7)

u = (v')-'

(8.8)

sn (n) = s"(Vn)

(B.e)
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where s,r is the sampled signal over a lattice r\, whose generating matrix is V, x e z\, and

neZK.

Definition 8.7: The Fourier transform of a sampled signal over A is defined as

S^Cf) = I"n @)exp(- j2rf't r) (B.i l)
ne¿ '

where s,r is the sampled signal on Â, .f : lut,uz,...,uyl is the spatial frequencies vector.

Note that, if fr x = k e Z, then exp(- j2rfr x) =l , therefore,

where Uis defined in (8.9). Expression (8.12) implies that the Fourier transform of a

signal sampled on a lattice r\ is periodic with periodicity given by U, and that the spectral

distribution is centered on every point defined by the reciprocal lattice Â*. The period is

the Voronoi cell of the reciprocal lattice A(^*), whose spectral content is repeated at all

points of r\*.

Defìnition 8.8: The inverse Fourier transform is defined as

Sn ("f + Um) = ^t^ 
(,f)

where d(Â) is the sample density over the lattice 
^, ^(^*) 

is the Voronoi cell of the

reciprocal lattice z\* and.l,r (fl is the frequency spectrum of the sampled signal defined in

(8.10).

sn(n) = *-i^.If^ ff)exp(jznf't r)df

(8.12)
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Definition 8.9: The linear convolution of two sampled signals , ,s¡ afld g^, over the same

lattice A is defined as

where n and m e t\.If h,(x), x e RK, is the impulse response of a linear shift-invariant

system, applying the sampling defined in (8.10) over a lattice A, then the impulse

response over the lattice is defined by h¡(n) and the output of the system to an input

signal s¡(x) over the same lattice is given by (8.13).

Definition 8.10: The convolution of sampled signals in ¡\ is equivalent to the product of

their Fourier transform over A*, i.e.,

sn(n) * gn@) = Irn(n -m)gn(m)
¡r¡eÂ

Definition 8.1 1: The impulse signal over a sampling lattice z\ is defined as

ll,n = [0,...,0]òn(n)=[o,r*¡0,...,01

sn(n)* hn(n) <+ S^("f)H^(f)

where n e ZK.

(8.13)

Dehnition B.l2: The shift invariance properfy of a linear system is verified if and only if,

given the sampled response h¡(n) to an impulse ô(n), n € ZK, over a lattice Â, the

impulse response to a shifted impulse ð¡(n+m), ^ . f', is å¡(n+m).

Theorem 8.2: (The Generalized Nyquist Sampling Theorem) When a continuous signal

s,(x), x € RK, is sampled over a lattice ¡\ with generating matrix V, creating the sampled

t97
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version s,(n), neA, then its Fourier transform over the reciprocal lattice r\* with

generating matrix U is given by

where S.(/) is the K-D Fourier transform of the continuous multidimensional signals.(x).

In other words, the Fourier transform of a sampled signal over a lattice z\ is the sum of

the translated versions of the K-D Fourier transform of the continuous signal over all the

points of the reciprocal lattice À+. Since the K-D sampling grid is tessellated by the

Voronoi unit cell (8.7), it is possible to recover the original continuous signal from its

sampled signal version if and only if the frequency components of the original signal

Fourier transform are limited to the Voronoi unit cell of z\*, i.e.

^e^("f) = d(lv) Is.ff - f^)=d(^) Is.( f -u*) (B.ts)
f,,./t* .f,,e/t*

In order to avoid aliasing when sampling a continuous signal on a lattice ¡\, the frequency

content of the continuous multi-dimensional signal should be band-limited to the support

region defined by the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice ¡\*.

S^(,f) =O,V-f ø 
^(^*)

(8.16)
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